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(ABSTRACT)

An examination of the management accounting systems literature revealed the

need for additional research based on a contingency perspective. Specifically,

additional empirical research based on a well articulated theory.

A theoretical model was developed building on Galbraith’s theory of organization

structure. Two sources of uncertainty -- environmental uncertainty and task

uncertainty ·- were viewed as forming the information processing requirements

faced by the organization. In response to these requirements, organizations were

viewed as adapting by altering their level of decentralization and their use of

budget systems. Organizational effectiveness was achieved by a proper fit

between the uncertainty faced by the organization and these responses.

Data were collected from business unit managers using a survey instrument. A

total of 103 usable responses were obtained with an overall response rate of 49%.

Previously developed measures were used for all variables except for budget



system usefulness. A measure for this variable was developed and validated. The

data were examined using path analysis.

The data did not support the model. Problems encountered in the use of

perceptual measures for the uncertainty variables appeared to be the most likely

explanation for the weak results. However, when the data was split based on the

performance measure an interesting result was observed. Specifically, the

relationships between the uncertainty measures, decentralization, and budget

system usefulness were different for the low and high performance group. An

explanation for this tinding was offered.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Contemporary accounting research focusing on the design and use of

management accounting systems is dominated by a "contingency approach"

(Otley, 1980). Otley provides a concise overview of this approach:

The contingency approach is based on the premise that there is no universally
appropriate accounting system which applies equally to all organizations in all
circumstances. Rather, it suggests that particular features ofan appropriate
accounting system wiH depend upon the specific circumstances in which an
organization finds itselfI(1980, p. 413)

The contingency approach in management accounting systems research has come

to replace the earlier universal approach. In contrast to _the contingency
I

approach, the universal approach is based on the premise that a universally
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appropriate accounting system exists, independent of unique organizational

circumstances. Hofstede’s (1968) study of budgetary control is an example of the

universal approach.

The development in the management accounting systems literature from a

universal approach to a contingency approach is due, in no small part, to a

parallel and preceding development in the field of organization theory.

Organization scientists such as Taylor (1911) sought to determine the universally

best form of organization. The collective work from this perspective is often

called ”c1assica1 management theory" (Morgan, 1986) and can be characterized

by principles such as unity of command and division of work.

Challenges to the universal approach appeared beginning in the 1960s. Seminal

y work by scientists such as Burns and Stalker (1961) and Woodward (1965)

introduced the idea that no single form of organization would be universally

superior, but rather that the form adopted would be contirzgent on the .

environment of the organization (Morgan, 1986, pp. 48-54). The idea of

contingency gained momentum with the articulation of general systems theory

and particularly open-systems theory by scientists such as von Bertalanffy (1968)

and Kast and Rosenzweig (1973). By the middle of the 1970s contingency

approach was recognized as dominant in the field of organization theory (Child,

1977).
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Thus, from developments within the accounting literature and from the

supportive field of organization theory, the contingency approach has spawned a

number of research efforts. These efforts first appeared in the early 1970s and

have continued to the present. Accounting researchers have followed the

contingency approach along both theoretical and empirical fronts.

1.2 Nature of the Problem

While the contingency approach has become the dominant approach in

management accounting systems research, there are many significant issues

presented by this approach that are, as yet, unresolved. Otley, in a review of the

contingency theory literature in 1980, stated that a formal contingency theory

"must identify specüic aspects of an accounting system which are associated with

defined circumstances and demonstratcd an appropriate matching" (p. 413,

emphasis from the original). Otley, somewhat pessimistically, concluded that the

extant research had "produced few significant results" (Otley, 1980, p. 413).

However, rather than proposing that the contingency approach itself was at fault,

Otley argued that extant research had been based on "an inadequate and

insufficiently articulated model." (1980, p. 413).

The goal of an "adequate and sufficiently articulated" contingency·based model

of management accounting systems design and use has not been fully achieved
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since Otley’s review. In fact, while progress has been made on some fronts,

several of the studies published appear to have virtually ignored Otley’s call for

a more sound theoretical base. Therefore, additional research, built upon strong

theoretical foundations, is called for.

1.3 Statement of the Problem

A number of research questions are suggested by this brief review of the

contingency approach to management accounting systems research. The primary

question is: Can a suitable theory be identified which will provide a basis for

empirical research of management accounting systems following a contingency

approach? Assuming that such a theory can be identified, a second question

immediately follows: Can this theory be empirically tested? A third question is:

Will this theory, if identified and if tested, be supported by the empirical results.

Finally, assuming a positive answer to each of the three previous questions, What

are the implications for future research and for management accounting practice?
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1.4 Signüicarzce of the Problem

At one level, the motivation for this research flows from the shortfalls of the

research performed in this area to date. However, at a higher level, an even more

compelling argument may be made for the significance of this research.

Modem business organizations have and utilize management accounting systems.

This can be demonstrated by the results from several surveys of management

accounting techniques. For example, Imhoff (1978) found that seventy·four

percent of the responding firms in his survey use budgets as a signilicant factor

in evaluating members of management and over seventy-two percent of the

organizations responding to the survey used flexible budgeting. Crcss and

Pettijohn (1985) report the results of a survey in which close to eighty-four

percent of the respondents indicated that they prepared budgets including

pro·forma income statements. Abdallah and Keller (1985) found that eighty·six

percent of the multinational enterprises in their sample evaluate foreign

subsidiaries by comparing budgeted profit to actual profit.

However, while management accounting systems are used in a large majority of

business organizations, it is not clear that many facets pertaining to the design

and use of these systems are well understood. Brownell (1982), in a

comprehensive review of the participation in the budgeting process literature,

made the following statement: ". . . the literature remains fraught with
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contradiction, overlap and a general lack of conclusiveness on the question of

whether participation works or not (p. l24)." More recently, Johnson and Kaplan

(1987) have gone so far as to question whether current management accounting

practices are not at least partially responsible for the declining productivity of

American manufacturing firms vis-a-vis their international competitors.

To summarize, management accounting systems are extensively used, but not well

understood. This lack of understanding of such an ubiquitous phenomena forms

the primary motivation for this research project.

1.5 Organization of the Dissertation

This dissertation is organized into a total of seven chapters. The first chapter,

which this section concludes, contains an introduction to the research reported in

this dissertation. The background, nature, statement and signiücance of the

problem have been presented.

Chapters 2 and 3 contain a report of the results of a review of the management

accounting systems literature. The research utilizing the contingency approach

will be divided into two groups: the theoretical literature which will be reviewed

in Chapter 2 and the empirical literature which will be reviewed in Chapter 3.

Following a detailed review of these two groups of literature, a synthesis,

summary, and critique of their ündings will conclude Chapter 3.
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The development of a contingency-based model of management accounting

systems is presented in Chapter 4. In addition, this chapter will include the

research propositions to be examined. An explanation of the research methods

which were used to empirically test the model is included in Chapter 5.

Chapter 6 will include a report of the results from the empirical test. Finally,

Chapter 7 will contain the conclusions which can be drawn from the research

performed. In addition, the limitations and future extensions will be presented

in this final chapter. ‘
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Chapter 2

Literature Review - Theoretical Literature

2.1 Introduction

A review of the relevant literature is presented in this chapter and the next. It is

intended to provide a summary of the theory, methods, and iindings of research

into management accounting systems design and use based on the contingency

approach presented in the introduction. Furthermore, this review of the

literature is intended to expose weaknesses, limitations, unresolved issues, and

opportunities for additional research.

Before the literature review itself is presented it will be useful to explain how the

literature reviewed in these chapters was identiiied and selected. The following

two—step process was performed to identify the relevant literature. First, the table
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of contents of each issue of the Journal ofAccounting Research and The

Accounting Review during the period from 1970 until the present was scanned.

Every article dealing with contingency theory, budgeting systems, management

control systems, and management accounting systems was recorded. The cut·off

year of 1970 was selected arbitrarily and was intended to include the period in

which contingency approach research would have been reported and also to

include the research which would have immediately preceded the contingency

approach research. In an identical fashion, the table of contents of all of the

issues of Accounting Organizations and Society was reviewed.‘ These three

journals were selected because they appeared to be the primary publication

outlets for contingency theory-based research during this period. Other journal

were also considered as will be explained in the following paragraph.

Next, the bibliography of each article identiüed in the first phase was reviewed.

References to additional relevant literature, both within and outside of

accounting, were noted. Special attention was given to accounting articles in the

pre·l97O period and to articles appearing in the organization theory literature.

While an exact count of the total number of references identiiied by this process

was not computed, well over one-hundred references were identified.

After identifying what appeared to be the relevant body of literature it was

divided into two major categories: the non·accounting studies, primarily in the

area of organization theory and the accounting studies. The non-accounting

I Volume 1 of Accounting, Organization: and Society was published in 1976.
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studies were closely reviewed; however, as they are one step removed from the

research presented here, they will not be explicitly reviewed in this dissertation.

Instead, they will be referred to and examined, as necessary, during the remainder

of this report. ‘

The accounting studies themselves will be reviewed in the next two chapters.

Chapter 2 will include the theoretical papers which have followed the contingency

approach while Chapter 3 will include the empirical studies. lt should be noted

that this dichotomy is somewhat artificial in that the majority of the theoretical

papers, while not presenting empirical results themselves, do refer to empirical

findings reported elsewhere. Likewise, the empirical papers, to a greater or lesser

extent, often present some theory which their study was designed to examine.

The detailed reviews of both the theoretical and empirical literature will each be

concluded with a summary of the studies reviewed. After the detailed review of

both bodies of literature is complete, Chapter 3 will conclude with an integration

and synthesis of the extant contingency approach literature. In addition to

commonalities, a number of deticiencies and opportunities for additional research

will be noted.

Literature Review
‘-
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2.2 Theoretical Literature

A number of theoretical papers have been published in the accounting literature

which have followed the contingency approach. Before each of these papers is

reviewed in detail, a brief review of several early papers which provided a

foundation on which the contingency-approach research was built will be

provided.

2.2.1 Early Literattue

As was mentioned, in Chapter 1, the contingency approach has developed as a

response to the short comings of the universalistic perspective which dominated

the literature during the 1960s. E. A. Lowe and J. M. Mclnnes in two early

papers (Lowe, 1971; Lowe and Mclnnes, 1971) pointed away from the

universalistic perspective. In these papers the proposition is advanced that an

organization, and implicitly a management accounting system, is best viewed as

an open·system. For example, Lowe and Mclnnes state: "Thus we are concerned

with the structure of the enterprise as a system, i.e., the relationships of the

elements within the enterprise, and also with the behavior of the enterprise, as a

whole, in relation to its environment" (1971, p. 218, emphasis from the original).

The open systems perspective proposed in these papers represented a movement
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away from earlier closed-system, cybernetic models which often ignored

system-environment interactions.

Building on the idea that both organizations and their accounting systems may _

fruitfully be viewed as open systems, Sathe (1975) and Watson (1975) began to

explore the implications of the contingency theory of organizational structure on

management accounting research. While Sathe (1975) primarily reviews the

literature, Watson (1975) attempts to explore its implications more fully. These

papers represent the first clear articulation of the idea that management

accounting systems research could benefit by consideration and incorporation of

the contingency perspectives developed in the field of organization theory.

2.2.2 Detailed Reviews

The initial proposal that management control systems and management

accounting research should be developed from an Open-Systems perspective and

be built on the contingency theory of organization structure were rapidly and

heartily accepted. A number of theoretical papers appeared during the second

half of the 1970s and the first half of the 1980s.

The papers included in this review of the theoretical literature were identified

° using the following criteria. First, the focal system must directly include some

component of, or relationship with, the managerial accounting system. This
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criterion excludes those papers which employ the contingency approach but do

not focus on management accounting systems. For example, using this criterion

Thomas (1986) was excluded because, even though the paper took a contingency

approach, the focus of the paper was on financial accounting choices. Secondly,

the theory advanced must have its origins in the open systems/structural

functionalism paradigm. This criterion excludes the management accounting

papers which do not rely on the contingency perspective. For example, while

Otley and Berry (1980) develop a theory about accounting information systems,

which includes the management accounting system, their primary paradigm is

that of cybernetic theory. The conjunctive use of these criteria provided a method

to eliminate papers which were not clearly related to the present study.

Five papers were selected using these criteria and will now be reviewed

individually. For each paper reviewed a discussion of its motivation, model or

theory, implications and conclusions, and the primary contributions and

criticisms of the paper will be detailed.

2.2.2.1 Gordon and Miller (1976)

An article by L.A. Gordon and D. Miller appearing in the in inaugural issue of

Accounting, Organizations and Society (Gordon and Miller, 1976) presented the

first complete theoretical analysis of an "accounting information system"

developed following a contingency approach. These authors indicate that their

motivation is to challenge the universalistic perspective. They begin by stating,
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"For the most part, the efforts to date have been directed at searching for the

single most desirable method of generating financial data promote efficient

decision making " (p. 59).' And later, "Our objective is to provide a framework

for designing accounting information systems which consider the specüic needs

of the organization." (p. 59, emphasis in the original).

A model is constructed, drawing from organization theory, management policy,

and accounting literature. This model is presented in Figure l on page I5. The

model contains four key variables which are the environment, organization,

decision making style, and accounting information system. The authors represent

that the accounting information system has the following characteristics (pp.

59-60.):

l. information load
2. centralization of reporting
3. cost allocation methods
4. frequency of reporting
5. method of reporting
6. time element of information
7. performance evaluation -8. measurement of events
9. valuation methods

The major section of the paper presents an analysis of the relationship between

the accounting information system (and its characteristics) and each of the three

other variables. In each case this is accomplished by specifying the dimensions

of each variable and then considering the impact of each dimension on the

Z Throughout the detailed reviews in this chapter and the next abbreviated references will be used for the
article being discussed.
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characteristics of the accounting information system. For example, the

dimensions of the environment are reported to be dynamism, heterogeneity, and

hostility. The impact of higher levels of environmental dynamism on the

accounting information system are more nonfinancial data, increase reporting

frequency, more use of forecast information, and more likely to expense rather

than capitalize costs which might benetit future periods.

The balance of the paper includes a discussion centering around three archetype

clusterings of environmental, organizational, and decision styles. These

archetypes are adaptive, running blind, and stagnant bureaucracy and were

developed in previous research of one of the authors (Gordon and Miller, 1976,

pp. 65-68.). A description of the requisite accounting system characteristics for

each archetypical firm is also included. The authors conclude in calling for a

more contingency-based research in accounting and propose that the model

presented in this paper can provide a basis for this research.

The significance of this paper is that the contingency perspective was presented

as a superior alternative to the universal perspective. As noted earlier, this paper

is the first to provide a somewhat detailed, contingency·based, model as an

alternative to the universal view. Further the authors relied on the organizational

theory literature as a basis for several of their model's variables and the

dimensions of these variables.
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Gordon and Miller (1976) may be criticized on several counts. First, the paper

is extraordinarily ambitious. The authors attempt to tie together three fields of

study - organization theory, business policy, and decision style. Each of these

fields contains complex and, as yet, murky theories and findings. To accomplish

such a unification is perhaps not a reasonable task. Secondly, and clearly related

to the first criticism, Gordon and Miller often fail to provide strong support for,

and clear explanation of, the characteristics and dimensions of their model’s

variables. For example, there is no indication of the source as exhaustiveness of

the nine attributes of accounting information systems.

2.2.2.2 Waterhouse and Tiessen (1978)

The second major theoretical paper in the accounting literature to adopt then
contingency approach in discussing the design of management accounting systems

was written by J Waterhouse and P. Tiessen (Waterhouse and Tiessen, 1978).

These authors position their paper as an attempt to discuss management

accounting system design issues using the organizational level of analysis and

differentiate this level of analysis from the bulk of management accounting

research which has been performed at the individual level of analysis relying

heavily on psychological and interpersonal variables.

The model described in Waterhouse and Tiessen (1978) is fairly straightforward.

They begin by citing the contingency theory of organization structure literature.

Next, a model of an organizational control system is developed. This model may
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be summarized as follows. The structure of an organization is determined by the

environment and the technology of the organization. Environment is

conceptualized as ranging from highly predictable to highly unpredictable.

Similarly, technology is conceptualized as variable from routine to non·routine.

Using these two contextual variables, the following contingency scheme is

presented. The nature of an organization’s control system is dependent on the

type of organizational structure, which is dependent on the technology and

environment of the organization (p. 68). Thus a link between the contextual

variables and the organizational control system is made.

Next a general tendency of organizational control is proposed. Waterhouse and

Tiessen suggest that, subject to the constraints of their technology and

environment, organizations will prefer more centralized to decentralized

distributions of decision-making authority (p. 69). A cost-benetit argument is

invoked to justify this proposal. In centralized authority structures, lower-level

member’s duties will be prescribed by higher level members.

It is recognized that not all organizations will face environmental and

technological constraints which allow procedure speciiication for lower-level

tasks. In these cases a decentralization of decision-making authority is expected.

Once decision-making authority has been decentralized there will need to be a

change in the organization’s control system. Whereas in centralized authority

situations control was accomplished directly by observing compliance with
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prescribed procedures (process control); control is expected to be accomplished

by controlling inputs and outputs in decentralized authority situations.

Furthermore, in high environmental and technological uncertainty contexts a

greater reliance on professionals will be expected. .

The implications of this model on management accounting systems is examined

in the next section of the paper. Three aspects of management accounting

systems were considered. First, the planning and resource allocation aspects of

the management accounting system were discussed (pp. 72-73). Centralized tirms

were expected to have decreased emphasis on planning through the budgeting

process vis-a-vis decentralized firms. Secondly, performance measures were

considered (pp. 73-74). Relying on results of prior empirical work, Waterhouse

and Tiessen indicate that traditional management accounting system

performancemeasures will prove to be more effective in centralized organizations

than in decentralized organizations.

Waterhouse and Tiessen conclude their paper admitting that the contingency

theory literature is lacking in both conceptual and methodological clarity and that

evidence supporting the link between contextual and organizational variables

with increased levels of effectiveness is weak (p. 74). However, they conclude that

this approach appears to have great potential.

The contribution of Waterhouse and Tiessen (1978) is similar to that of Gordon

and Miller (1976). Their paper provides a conceptual model for management
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accounting system design and use which explicitly was developed following the

contingent approach. Furthermore, Tiessen and Waterhouse’s model, more so

than Gordon and Miller’s, was derived from and relied upon the contingency

literature from organization theory.

2.2.2.3 Otley (1980)

David Otley developed, as a part of his review and summary of the contingency

theory literature, an expanded model of management accounting information

systems design and use (Otley, 1980). Otley begins by tracing the development .

of the contingency approach. After tracing this development he concludes that

the extant contingency approach is lacking because it has "implicitly utilized an

inappropriately simple model" (p. 419). In order to remedy this situation Otley

develops a more complex model.

The model proposed by Otley is shown in Figure 2 on page 21. The model

contains five major categories. The first category are the contingent variables.

This category includes those variables which are outside the control of the

organization. In addition, the organizational objectives are included as a

controllable, yet contingent variable.

In response to the collection of contingent variables an organization will arrange

a second major category of variables -- the organizational control package. This

package consists of an AIS design, other MIS design, organizational design, and
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other control arrangements. Each of these elements is viewed as being so tightly

interrelated with the other elements that they "can only be evaluated as a

whole" (p. 422).

The third category of variables included in the model are those intervening

variables which mediate between the organization’s control package, the

contingent variables and the overall effectiveness of the organization. The final

category is the host of other factors which directly effect the overall effectiveness

of the organization, but not in an intervening manner.

Otley draws a number of implications from this model for management

accounting research (pp. 422-425). First, he suggests, the interdependencies

between management accounting information systems and other mechanisms of

organizational control must not be ignored. Instead, these must be explicitly

considered in any research performed. Secondly, he proposes that future research

must demonstrate that increased levels of effectiveness result from a fit between

of the organizational control package and the contingent variables. Lastly, he

proposes that future research be conducted using qualitative methods rather than

cross-sectional, hypothesis testing, statistical methods which have been employed

in early research in this area.

The significance of Otley’s review and proposed model is immense. Otley’s review

appeared reasonably early in the development of the contingency approach
‘

within management accounting. At the time it was published only a few
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theoretical and empirical papers explicitly developed from a contingency

perspective had been published. Positively the paper challenged researchers to

avoid simplistic models or even worse no models at all. Furthermore, the model

presented proposed the criterion variable of organizational effectiveness must be

demonstrated before contingency findings could provide practical advice.

However, the paper may have also negatively contributed to the field. First, the

model presented, while clearly more complex, lacks sufficient specificity to guide

future research. For example, there is not even a partial listing of the contingent

variables which cannot be controlled by the organization. Presumably, from the

earlier discussion, these include technology and environment; however, no

clarification is provided. Secondly, when the detailed items included in the

various categories of variables are at least partially provided, as is the case with

the organizational control package, no definitions, boundaries, or referents are

given. Thus, the future researchers are left with the difficult task of determining

not only the interrelationships between AIS design, other MIS design, and

organizational design, but specifically to what these terms refer.

2.2.2.4 Flamholtz (1983)

Eric Flamholtz accepted Otley’s challenge that future contingency approach

research should avoid simplistic models and should recognize the significant

interrelationships which exist between various components of an organization’s
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control system. His response to this challenge is contained in Flamholtz (1983).

However, rather than critiquing or extending Otley’s model, Flamholtz developed

a new model of an organizational control system. This model is presented in

Figure 3 on page 24.

F1amholtz’s defines organizational control as "any actions or activities taken to

influence the probability that people will behave in ways which lead to the

attainment of organizational objectives" (p. 154). He further suggests that

control is an inevitable result of the conflict between the individual goals of

organizational members and the goals of the organization itself.

The organizational control system consists of three imbedded components - the

core control system, the organizational structure, and the organizational culture.

The three components are immersed in the environment of the organization.

The core control system, in its most highly developed form, consists of four

processes (subsystems). These are planning, operations, measurement, and

evaluation-reward. These four processes are interrelated and are presented in

Figure 4 on page 26. As can be seen in this figure these processes are related by

a series of feedback and feedforward loops.

After providing a detailed description of each of the processes of the core control

system, Flamholtz explains the relationship between these processes and the less

abstract accounting and budgeting systems. He states that the accounting system
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is a part of the operations and measurement subsystems and the budget system

is a part of the planning, operating, and measurement system (p. 156). Flamholtz

therefore concludes that since both the accounting and budgeting systems are not‘
individually a part of all four subsystems of the core control system, they cannot

be viewed as being equivalent to the whole control system (p. 156).

Flamholtz then proceeds to discuss four possible configurations of the core

control system elements. These configurations provided different amounts or

levels of control as the individual core control subsystems are added and

interrelated.

The remaining two components of the organizational control system are

developed next. The organization structure is viewed as a component of control

which has imbedded within itself the core control system and is imbedded within

the organizational culture. The structure is viewed as having four dimensions

consisting of the degree of decentralization, functional specialization, degree of

vertical and horizontal integration, and the span of control. Organizational
··

structure is viewed to be static relative to the dynamic interrelationships in the

core control system. Furthermore, organizational structure is viewed to be a

strategic response to an organization’s markets, technology, and environment.

The final component of the organizational control system is the culture of the

organization. Organization culture is defined as "the set of values, beliefs, and

social norms which tend to be shared by its members and, in turn, tend to
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influence their thoughts and actions" (p. 158). The organizational culture is

specified as a component which "determines (or at least is thought to determine)

the nature of the other components" (pp. 158, 159).

After enplaining the model, several implications of the model were provided. The

first implication is that any conceptualization of control systems which is limited

only to accounting-measurement systems is not adequate in that such a

conceptualization ignores the other components of the control system and their

interrelationships. It is noted however, that if budget systems, which are defined

to normally include only the planning, operation, and measurement subsystems,

are linked to the evaluation-reward system that such a system could be viewed

as a core control system.

The second implication is that the three components of organizational control

presented · organizational culture, organizational structure, and core control

system - must be designed in a consistent fashion. Failure to understand this will
V

result in the reduced effectiveness of the organizational control system.

A third implication is that the core control system may be seen as a vehicle for

organizational change and may be used to bring about changes in the other

components of control, namely structure and culture. The remainder of the paper

contains a discussion of three case studies of actual organizations which are

. analyzed from the perspective of the model presented in the paper.
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Flamholtz (1983) makes at least three important contributions to the theoretical

literature. First, an additional component of the overall organizational control

system, the organizational culture, is recognized. Organizational culture has

received significant attention in the organizational theory literature’ however no

previous contingency model had explicitly included this component. Secondly,

Flamho1tz’ conceptualization linked the contingency literature to the cybernetic

literature, and in doing so, provided a much more clear conceptualization of such

basic organizational control processes as planning, operations, measurement, and

evaluation·reward. This clarity is most notable relative to the vague and tangled

components presented in Otley (1980). Lastly, Flamholtz made an attempt to

link his model to actual organizational phenomena such as budgeting systems.

Previous research had achieved only limited success in such a linking.

Flamholtz (1983) may also be criticized in several ways. The paper does not offer

any connection between the model which is presented and previous models. In

fact, Flamholtz does not even reference Gordon and Miller (1976), Waterhouse

and Tiessen (1978) and Otley (1980). Thus, the model presented must be viewed

as, yet another, competitor model and any relationship, extension, or superiority

from previous theoretical development is left to the reader.

A second criticism of Flamholtz is that several interrelationships between the

three components of the organizational control system are not spelled out. For

example, there is no discussion on the relationship between the organization's

= see, rer example, ouena, 1979.
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environment and its culture; however, the model conceptualizes the culture as a

buffer between the environment and the structure and core control system of the

organization. Similarly, the relationship between the core control system and the

organizational structure is also not discussed. While it is stated that these systems

must be compatible, no indication of the nature of such a compatibility is

provided.

A final criticism is that no attempt was made to link proper control system

configurations to higher levels of organizational effectiveness. This shortcoming

is particularly striking as the model is built from its start on the notions of

organizational goals, a key element in most conceptualizations of organizational

effectiveness. The failure to include effectiveness removes the force which drives

organizations to align the components of their control system.

2.2.2.5 Flamholtz, Das, and Tsui (1985)

T.K. Das and A. Tsui collaborated with E. Flamholtz to expand the original

model presented in Flamholtz (1983) in Flamholtz, Das, and Tsui (1985). The

expressed objective of the paper is to "provide the nucleus for developing an

integrative theory of organizational control" (p. 35). The theory presented

attempts to integrate the theory and findings from the sociological, administrative

° science, and psychological literature and, correspondingly presents a view of

organizational control at the organizational, subunit, and individual level analysis
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(p. 35). Furthermore, the integrative theory is derived from a combination of the

cybernetic and open systems perspectives.

As the bulk of the model presented is identical to the model presented in

Flamholtz, no further explanation or comments are needed. However, several

additional insights are gained from the somewhat expanded discussion in this

paper. First, the relevance of organizational effectiveness is recognized explicitly

in this presentation. Organizational effectiveness is presented as the ultimate goal

of organizational design and thus the model presented.

A second difference is the clearer derivation of the model’s components. The core

control system is the primary focus of the model and is derived primarily from

cybernetic theory. The remainder of the model, termed the control context, which

includes the organizational structure and culture, along with the external

environment, is the secondary component of the model and is grounded in open

systems literature. The secondary role of the control context is indicated, not only

by the brief description which is given to it, but also by the discussion of its

relationship to the core control system. Rather than proposing that the control

context forms a contingency to which the core control system must adapt, the

control context is represented as an additional, but apparently not significant

variable which either limits or enhances the effectiveness of the core control

system.
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The primary contribution of Flamholtz, Das, and Tsui (1985) is therefore the

further claritication of the components and interrelationships within the core

control system, along with substantial references for these elements of the model

originally presented in Flamholtz (1983). Each of the criticisms leveled at

Flamholtz (1983), with the exception of the exclusion of the criterion of

organizational effectiveness may also be applied to this paper.

2.3 Summary of the Detailed Review of the Theoretical

Literature

Table 1 on page 33 presents a summary of the theoretical literature that has been

reviewed. Because of the significant amount of overlap between Flamholtz (1983)

and Flamholtz, Das, and Tsui (1985), only a single entry in the table has been

included for this paper. A number of observations may be made based on the

review of the four theoretical models which has been presented.

While, at the most general level, the basic notion of contingency is recognized in

each of the models, a number of differences exist between them. The first notable

difference is the focal system. While Gordon and Miller (1976) and Waterhouse

and Tiessen (1978) focus on the management accounting system itself, Otley
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(1980) and Flamholtz (1983) take a broader view and focus on an organizational

control system which includes the management accounting system.

The second difference which may be observed is the relationship between the

management accounting system and organizational structure. While Gordon and

Miller (1976), Waterhouse and Tiessen (1978), and Flamholtz (1983) aH represent

organizational structure as a contingent variable for the management accounting

system, Otley (1980) includes the management accounting system as an

interdependent component of a larger organizational control package. A third

difference is that the two earlier models did not explicitly recognize organizational

effectiveness, while the later two models made this variable more prominent.

The final, and perhaps most striking, is the absence of a developmental process

in the models proposed. Even though all of these papers were published in the

same journal over a nine year period, Otley (1980) is the only paper to even

reference the previously published research work. While Otley did review the

earlier models, his model is proposed as a replacement rather than an extension.

To conclude, while a body of theoretical literature which has followed the

contingency approach to studying management accounting systems has begun to

emerge, this literature must still be viewed skeptically. The models proposed to

date seem to have developed in a vacuum, leaving a number of critical issues and

differences unresolved.
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Chapter 3

Literature Review - Empirical Literature

3.1 Introduction

Empirical literature taking the contingency approach has developed parallel to,

and somewhat independent of, the theoretical literature. A number of empirical

studies have been published which have considered how various aspects and

attributes of an organization’s management accounting system are contingent

upon components within the organization and its environment.

Before reviewing the individual studies themselves it is worthwhile to note that

several of the studies reviewed, rather than beginning with a contingency

perspective, invoked a contingency perspectiye to explain their tindings. Otley

obseived the following:
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Two main lines of development can be distinguished. On the one hand, there are
studies which have not explicitly attempted to use a contingency framework, but
where contingent results have emerged either within the study itself or when its
results have been interpreted in conjunction with those of comparable work. On
the other hand, some studies have begun with a contingency framework in mind
and have explicitly attempted to assess the impact of various hypothesized
contingent factors, either theoretically or by empirical testing.(1980, p. 414)

Throughout this review of the empirical literature these two types of studies will

be distinguished.

The remainder of this chapter will be organized as follows. After a brief

introduction, a series of detailed reviews of the empirical literature will be

presented. The detailed reviews will be followed by a summary of this literature

in a manner similar to the summary of the empirical literature provided at the

end of Chapter 2. This chapter will conclude with a grand summary, integrating

the developments, findings, and unresolved issues from both the theoretical and

empirical literature.

3.2 Detailed Reviews

A number of articles have been selected for detailed review. These articles were

identified in the manner described at the beginning of Chapter 2. The articles
n

will be reviewed chronologically by year of publication to highlight the

developments in this literature. The review of each article will contain, as

appropriate, the motivation for the study, the model, theory, and/or hypotheses
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of the study, the results of the empirical test, the contribution, and any relevant

criticism of the study.

3.2.1 Khandwalla (1972)

A 1972 Journal ofAccounting Research by Pradip Khandwalla reports one of the

first studies appearing in the accounting literature to challenge the universalistic

perspective. The results reported were obtained as a part of a larger study

conducted to investigate the influence of a number of environmental factors on

the structure of an organization (Khandwalla, 1977).

This study can best be described as one in which contingency explanations were

provided to interpret the results obtained, as opposed to forming the basis for

some a priori set of beliefs. In fact, no motivation or model are presented at the

beginning of the report, but rather the methods of the study are detailed after a

brief synopsis of the findings.

A sample of ninety-two firms were selected from a list of U.S. manufacturing

firms. The author reports that care was taken to insure that the firms were from

a variety of industries, in order to insure variability along techno-economic

variables, however multi·industry, highly diversified, firms were not included to

avoid certain measurement problems (p. 277).
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Two categories of variables were measured by the completion of a survey

instrument by the president of each firm (p. 277). The first variable was

competition which was conceptualized as having three dimensions -- price

competition, promotion and distribution (marketing) competition, and product

quality and variety competition. A seven-point Likert-type scale was used in the

measurement of both the intensity of competition along this dimension, as well

as, the importance of this dimension of competition to the firm’s profitability.

Individual dimension scores were computed by multiplying the intensity measure

by the importance measure. An overall measure of competition was computed

by averaging the three intensity-importance products.

The second variable measured was usage of controls (pp. 277-278). The usage

of nine different controls was measured with a seven-point scale. A summary

measure for each firm was obtained by averaging responses across all nine

controls.

The validity of the data obtained was examined by correlating the president’s

responses with those obtained by a sample of the firm’s marketing executives

(importance and intensity of competition) and controllers (extent of control

usage). Positive correlations between the president’s responses and those of the

marketing executives and the controllers were obtained and were interpreted as

evidence that the measures used were valid (p. 279).
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Product moment correlation coefficients were computed between the variable

measures outlined above. A correlation coefiicient of .31 (p < .01) between the

overaH index of control use and the overall competition score was observed (p.

280, Table 1). Positive, statistically significant correlation coefficients between

the overall index of control use and both the marketing competition and product

competition were also observed, however the correlation coefficient of the overall

index and price competition failed to be statistically significant. Five of the

correlation coefficients between the individual control items and the overall

competition score were positive and significant, whereas the remaining four were

positive but not statistically significant. Of the twenty-seven detailed competition

-- control correlation coefficients computed eight were significant and positive,

seventeen were positive and not significant, and the remaining two were negative

but not significant. Of the eight significant positive correlations observed, seven

were with the product competition measure.

These results were interpreted to imply that, in general, higher levels of

competition demanded increase usage of controls. However, this increase is

primarily due to the effect of increased product competition, while little effect was

observed in price and distributive competition categories. Several explanations

for these differences were advanced, primarily related to attributes of the sample,

differences in the effect of competition on the organization itself, including

structural effects, and a cost-benefit argument.
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The contribution of Khandwalla (1972) is signiücant, primarily because the paper

was one of the first to present evidence of some form of contingent relationship

between aspects of an organization’s management accounting system, in this case

the usage of different types of controls, and its environment, specifically several

different forms of competition. This evidence provided a strong challenge to the

universalistic perspectives held at that time. It is interesting to note the cautious

tone of the paper’s first paragraph. Khandwalla begins:

To most accountants, a management information and control system . . . is an
article of faith. This paper is not designed to discredit that faith. Rather its
purpose is to outline some of the competitive conditions under which
sophisticated management controls are more extensively used and those under
which they are less extensively used. (p. 275)

While the contribution of Khandwalla is signiticant, the paper suffers from a

critical weakness. No form of theory, model, or hypotheses are advanced in the

paper. Thus, while statistically signiücant results were observed, the paper

provides a poor foundation for the development of a theory-based contingent

model of management accounting system design.

3.2.2 Bnms and Waterhouse (1975)

William Bruns and John Waterhouse report a study which examines the

relationships between a number of structural variables and the use of budgets by

managers in a 1975 Journal ofAccounting Research article (Bruns and

Waterhouse, 1975). Unlike Khandwalla (1972), Bruns and Waterhouse began
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with a model which explicitly recognized the contingent nature of the

relationships between the variables in the study. The study was motivated by a

desire to gain understanding of how budgetary control combines with other

methods of control, specifically organizational structure, as organizations seek to

respond to their environments (p. 177).

Figure 5 on page 42 includes two figures from Bruns and Waterhouse (1975).

The first figure represents the general model which guided the research. The

second figure represents the specific variables measured, including the expected

direction of the relationships.

Bruns and Waterhouse begin by proposing that two alternative strategies for

structure control exist. The first strategy is called "decentralized with

structuring" (p. 179). This strategy is expected in organizations, which are large

and have a high degree of technological sophistication. The alternative strategy

is termed "centralized." This strategy is expected in smaller, less technologically

sophisticated, organizations.

In decentralized with structuring organizations decision-making authority is

shifted to lower levels within the organization, while at the same time, areas of

responsibility and authority are clearly defined (p. 179). In this situation control

is expected to be impcrsonal. As a consequence, managers are expected to rely

more on financial controls, including budget systems and the budget system is

expected to be more complex. Therefore the quantity of budget-related behavior
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is expected to be high. Furthermore the qualiqy and satisfaction of budget-related

behavior is expected to be high in this context as well.

Altematively, in centralized organizations, decision-making authority is retained

by higher-level managers and areas of responsibility and authority are less clearly

specified (pp. 179-180). In this context the form of control expected is referred

to as interpersonal. Budget systems are still expected to be used in these

situations, however, their use is somewhat different. In centralized organizations

budget systems are expected to be less complex and to be perceived more

negatively.

Data were collected from a non-random sample of twenty·six organizations.

Data collection proceeded in two phases. The first phase entailed a two- to

three-hour interview with the organization’s CEO or other high-level employee.

In addition to explaining the study and gathering some data, this interview

included the identification of a sample of employees which would be contacted

during the second phase of the study. The second phase consisted of mailing a

questionnaire to this sample.

During the interviews, in addition to a number of demographic variables, data

was collected on the organization’s structure and context and the complexity of

its control system. Organization structure and context was measured using scales

developed by the Aston Group (Pugh, 1-Iickson, and Turner, 1968; Pugh,

Hickson, Hinnings, and Tumer, 1969). The contextual variables measured were
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size, dependence, and workflow integration. Structuring of activities, lack of

autonomy, and centralization were the structural variables measured. The

control system complexity measure was developed for this study and included

questions about the nature of the responsibility centers in the organization, at

what level performance standards are established, and the number of employees

involved with budgeting.

The mail questionnaire included two sections. First, a questionnaire originally

developed by Fertakis (1967), and subsequently modified by Swieringa and

Moncur (1975), was used to measure budget related behavior. Perceived control

was measured by Tannenbaum’s (1968) control graph questionnaire.

The analysis of the results was broken down into three sections. First, the

relationships between organizational context and organizational structure was

examined. Product-moment correlations between the contextual and structural

measures produced the expected results. Larger organizations tended to be more

highly decentralized and have more structuring of activities. These results were

interpreted to support the conceptualization of two extreme strategies of control:

decentralized and structured, and centralized.

The second section examined the linkages between the structural variables and

both control system complexity and perceived control. Again relying on

product-moment correlation coefficients, the expected relationships were

observed. However, while all of these relationships were in the expected direction,
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few were statistically significant. Perceived control was positively associated with

structuring of activities (r = .39, p < .05) and negatively associated with

centralization and lack of authority (r = -.25 and r = -.01, both not signiücant
4

at cz = .05). Control system complexity was positively associated with structuring

of activities (r = .04, not signiiicant) and negatively associated with

centralization and lack of authority (r = -.70, r = -.64, both at p < .05).

The iinal section contains an examination of the link between budget related

behaviors and structuring and concentration of authority, perceived control, and

control system complexity. Product moment correlation coefticients were

computed between the organizational variables and both the descriptive and

attitudinal factors for budget related behavior. A total of 140 correlations were

computed, eighteen of which were found to be statistically significant at the p <
’

.10 or lower level.

After reviewing each of the significant relationships observed, Bruns and

Waterhouse conclude that just as organization structures may be dichotomized

into decentralized but structured and centralized, budget related behaviors may

be dichotomized as well (p. 199). The two structural categories are linked to

budgetary control producing two general control strategies. An administrative

control strategy is proposed to be found in larger more technologically

sophisticated organizations. These organizations are decentralized and activities

are highly structured. As a result managers within their authority domains have
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a perceived high degree of control. In additional these managers spend more time

on budgetary activities and, in general, participate actively in the budget process.

Smaller, less technologically complex organizations adopt an interpersonal control

strategy. These organizations are highly centralized and have relatively simple

budgeting systems. Budget-related behaviors revolve around interactions with

superiors regarding budget matters, including explanation of variances.

Bruns and Waterhouse (1975) makes a significant contribution to the advance

of the contingency approach by being the first study to adopt a contingency

framework as the basis for their research. Their model and their results strongly

challenge the universal perspective. They conclude:

Since a portion of budget-related behavior is explained by organizational
structure, inferences from studies based on limited samples drawn from
organizations of unknown structural properties must be made carefully.
Moreover, universal policy prescriptions about how budgets should be viewed
would be unwise. (p. 197, emphasis added)

However, despite the important contribution made by Bruns and Waterhouse

(1975), two criticisms must also be made. First, Bruns and Waterhouse

throughout their report propose a dichotomization of control strategy. However,

while control strategy is conceived of having two, apparently distinct categories

there is no evidence presented in their study to indicate that such a bifurcation

is appropriate. Secondly, the budget·related behavior instrument used requires

factor analysis before measures are input to subsequent analysis. Bruns and

Waterhouse note that their results are different from those obtained in Swieringa
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and Moncur (1975) using the same instrument. Thus, the results obtained are

not easily compared to other research.

3.2.3 Hayes (1977)

David Hayes reported a study designed to demonstrate how the effectiveness of

organizational subunits is contingent on a number of different factors and that

these factors vary in importance across different types of subunits (Hayes, 1977).

The motivation for the paper was to challenge the use of management accounting

measures of performance as being sufficient to adequately assess the performance

of different types of subunits in different organizations.

Hayes presents a model of subunit assessment developed to a large extent from

Thompson (1967). This model is shown in Figure 6 on page 48. Subunit

effectiveness is viewed as resulting from three different aspects. The first aspect

· concerns subunit interdependence, the second aspect is the type of environment

faced by the subunit, and the final aspect is the internal structure and function

of the subunit.

The three aspects of subunit performance were further proposed to impact the

performance of different types of subunits differentially (p. 24). The performance

of production departments was hypothesized to be explained primarily by

internal variables and, to a lesser extent, interdependency variables (p. 36). The
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performance of research and development departments were proposed to be °

primarily explained by interdependency variables alone. Lastly, marketing

department performance was expected to be explained in a roughly equal fashion

by environmental and interdependency variables.

Data were collected by mailing a set of questionnaires to the marketing,

production, and research and development managers in each of 109 larger

manufacturing firms in Ohio. Additionally a separate questionnaire was mailed

to the controller of each firm. A complete set (all four questionnaires) was

received from twenty-four firms.

The questionnaires mailed to the department managers gathered information on

their perceptions of the internal and external factors which influenced their

department’s performance. Also these managers were asked to assess the

effectiveness of the other departments in their firm. The controllers were asked

to judge the effectiveness of each of the three departments in their organization.

Data analysis began with a factor analysis by department, across organizations

of the performance factors. The highest loading questions from each factor were

used as independent variables combined with the controller's effectiveness score

as the dependent variable in a path analysis model.

The propositions about the relative importance of the three different aspects of

performance across the production, marketing, and research and development
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departments were generally supported. The major exception to this occurred in

the marketing department results. Whereas equal contributions from dependency

and environmental variables were expected, it was observed that environmental

variables had far greater impact. Hayes interprets the results to imply that

managerial accounting measures such as budgets are not satisfactory surrogates

for other factors such as environmental and interdependency variables (p. 36).

He, therefore, suggests that subunit performance must be assessed using a much

broader variety of measurements and that such assessment is contingent on the

type of subunit examined.

The primary contribution of Hayes (1977) is that this study is one of the first

efforts reported in the accounting literature to examine empirically the role of

non-financial variables in the assessment of subunit performance. Additionally,

Hayes attempted to base the research on the model previously developed by

Thompson (1967). '

Tiessen and Waterhouse (1978) and Hayes (1978) record a critical exchange of

the study reported in Hayes (1977). Tiessen and Waterhouse criticize Hayes for

both poor methodological choices and failure in clearly reporting the research

results. Their conclusion is that "this study provides no reliable evidence in

support of contingency theory as its applicability to managerial accounting"

(Tiessen and Waterhouse, 1978, p. 529). It should be noted that their primary

concern was not with the usefulness of contingency theory itself, but rather with

the particular methods and reporting presented in Hayes.
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3.2.4 Rosenzweig (1981)

Kenneth Rosenzweig conducted a unique study in which several aspects of the

controller’s department were examined from a contingency perspective

(Rosenzweig, 1981). Rosenzweig proposes that little prior research has viewed

the controller’s department as, yet another, element of organizational structure

(p. 339). Therefore, he embarked to document the relationships which exist

between this department and other structural elements. The eventual goal was

to provide evidence useful for structuring the controllership function in its unique

organizational context.

A model relating several dimensions of the controller’s department to its context

was proposed (pp. 339-342). The context of the controller’s department was

conceived to include organizational complexity, administrative mechanisms, and

overall organizational context. Significant characteristics of the controller’s

department were its resources, organizational complexity, and report structure.

Data were gathered from on-site interviews with the controllers or CFO’s of

eighteen small manufacturing companies selected non·randomly from a list of

manufacturing firms in the state of Michigan. In total fifty-three questions about

the·organization were asked in addition to thirty—two questions about the

controller’s ofiice itself. While many questions were taken from previous studies,

a number were developed specifically for this study.
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The data were analyzed using product moment correlation coefiicients between

the organizational variables and the controller’s department variables.

Additionally, partial correlation coefficients were computed controlling for

organizational size.

The results indicated that size was positively correlated with a number of the

controller’s department variables in all three categories (resources, organizational

complexity, and report structure). While, the proportionate size of the
l

controller’s department staff and the decentralization of the accounts in the

reporting structure were found to be positively correlated with the context,

organizational complexity, and other administrative mechanisms of the tirms

studied; the average seniority of lowest controllership employees were frequently

negatively correlated with these variables. An unexpected and surprising result

was that unionization was found to be negatively associated with the various
A

aspects of the controller’s department.

Rosenzweig (1981) contributes to the contingency approach literature by

attempting to address an infrequently studied aspect of management accounting

systems - the organization of the controller’s department. The study suffers from

the most meager theoretical framework. More specifically, no a priori

specitication of the linkages between the characteristics of the controller’s

department studied and its organizational context and structure is provided.

Furthermore, the measures collected are not related to any conceptual scheme so

to allow any degree of parsimony in the analysis of results. The combined results
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of these weaknesses highlights the admission in the title of the paper of the

study’s "exploratory" nature.

3.2.5 Merchant (1981; 1984)
h

Ken Merchant presented reported the results obtained from a larger study which

was his dissertation (1978) in two papers (Merchant 1981; 1984). Both reports

will be reviewed in this section, however, since the models examined are different

in several ways, they will be reviewed separately.

3.2.5.1 Merchant (1981)

Merchant (1981) contains an examination of a model which proposed links

between budget system variables and both corporate context and organizational

performance, manager motivation, and manager attitudes. Furthermore, the

study provided a partial replication of Bruns and Waterhouse (1975). The

purpose of the study is to test a contingency framework of budget systems

focusing on the organizational level of analysis. This perspective is in contrast to

many prior studies which have highlighted the individual level of analysis. An

additional purpose was to examine whether a proper "tit" between budget

systems and their organizational context could be shown to affect organizational

performance.
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A three-component framework was proposed for the study. This framework is

shown in Figure 7 on page 54. The three major components in the model are

corporate context, budgeting, and outcomes. Corporate context refers to the

"within-corporation environment in which budgeting must operate" (Merchant,

1981, p. 814). This context includes organizational size, diversity, and degree of

decentralization. Larger, more diverse, more decentralized firms are expected to

follow an administrative control strategy (Bruns and Waterhouse, 1975) which

has the following characteristics:

l. Greater participation by lower- and middle-level managers in budget·related
activities.

2. Greater importance placed an achieving budget plans.
3. More formal pattems of communication.
4. Greater budgeting system sophistication.

Smaller, less diverse, more centralized firms are expected to follow an

interpersonal control strategy (Bruns and Waterhouse, 1975) which will have

characteristics opposite of those listed above.

The second link in the Merchant’s framework is between budgeting and

outcomes. Outcomes include both the managerial outcomes of attitude and

motivation, as well as the organizational outcome of higher performance. A

proper matching of organizational context and control strategy are expected to

result in favorable attitudinal and motivational effects for managers and in

increased organizational performance.

Data to examine the framework was collected from nineteen organizations in the

electronics industry. Data was collected first through an interview with a senior
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corporate official and second through a mailed questionnaire to a sample of

middle-level manufacturing managers. A total of 170 managers responded to the

questionnaire.

During the interview with the corporate official, data was collected on

organizational size, diversification, and decentralization. Additionally

information about the corporation’s budgeting system including information and

system characteristics were collected at this time as well. The middle-level

managers were asked to complete the budget-related behavior questionnaire of

Swieringa and Moncur (1975) which had also been used by Bruns and

Waterhouse (1975). The middle-level managers were also asked to provide

motivational and attitudinal data, a self-rated measure of overall performance,

and how much time spent on budget-related activities.

Responses to the budget-related behavior questionnaire were factor·analyzed

which reduced the original forty-two questions to six factors which accounted for

81.4 percent of the variance. All data, including factor scores, collected from the

managers was averaged before being input into the analysis. Finally a total of

thirteen measures including the six factor scores, the time spent budgeting, and

the six information and system characteristics were combined and categorized

into four groups. The groups used were participation, importance of meeting

budget, formality of communications, and system sophistication.
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Rank-order correlations were computed to test the links proposed between

organizational context, budgeting, and outcomes. Of the thirty·nine correlations

computed (thirteen budget variables by three corporate variables) eleven were

significant at the p < .10 level or smaller (p. 822, Table 3). These results were

interpreted to support the link between corporate context and budgeting. It

should be noted that eight of the eleven significant correlations involved the size

measure.

The link between budgeting and motivation and attitudes was partially

supported. A total of twenty correlations between the budget variables and the

motivation and attitude measures were computed (p. 823, Table 4). Eight

significant (p < .10 or better) were observed. Only partial support was claimed

because no significant association between the system specification measures and

the motivation and attitude measure was observed.

The final test was designed to examine whether those firms which fit their

budgeting systems to their organizational context had higher performance.

Somewhat oblique evidence was obtained by splitting the data into two groups

based on size and computing rank-order correlation coefficients between the

thirteen budgeting measures and the self-rated performance measure. Of the

thirteen pairs of correlation coefficients, seven were higher by .30 or more for the

larger firms (p. 824, Table 5). This result, in conjunction with a sign-test on the

differences was construed to provide some support for the contingency

framework.
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Merchant's (1981) findings contribute in several important ways to the

contingency approach literature. First, this study represents the first, even

partial, replication. The similarity of the results with those observed by Bruns

and Waterhouse is encouraging. Second, this study presented the first evidence,

however weak, that a proper fit between managerial accounting systems and their

context can be shown to be related to higher performance.

Merchant's framework and interpretation suffer from the same weakness

identified in reviewing Bruns and Waterhouse (1975). Specifically, while the

model describes two archetype control strategies, no evidence of any clustering in

the data was presented. This leaves the question unresolved as to whether the

administrative/interpersonal strategies are points on a continuum or unique

styles. A second significant criticism is that the framework itself fails to provide

a simple and yet rigorous model of the contingent relationships between budgets

and their organizational context. Perhaps this explains Merchant's choice of the

term framework rather than model or theory.

3.2.5.2 Merchant (1984)

Merchant adopts a department-level perspective in his second report (Merchant,

1984). Again a three·component framework is proposed. This framework is

displayed in Figure 8 on page 59. The framework identifies three situational

characteristics, production technology, market factors, and organizational
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characteristics, which were believed to influence the characteristics of a

department’s budget system. Additionally, the framework includes a link

between the fit of the budgeting system characteristics and the situational

characteristics.

The data was collected from the sample described in the review of Merchant

(1981), however several new measures were included in this paper. Production

technology was conceptualized to fall on a routine/non-routine continuum and

was measured by the degree of automation of the production process and the

degree of product standardization. Market factors were measured by the stage

in the product life cycle and the strength of the marketing position. Size and

functional differentiation were the organizational characteristics used in this

report. As in Merchant (1981) the factor analyzed results from Swieringa and

Moncur’s (1975) questionnaire were used, in addition to the amount of time spent

in budget related activities, the directness of the link between the corporate

reward system and the budgeting system, and the self-reported overall

performance.

The linkages between production technology, market factors, and organizational

characteristics were examined by observing the correlation coefficients between

the various measures of these variables and the eight budget variables. Support

for the production technology (p. 300, Table 5) and organizational characteristics

(p. 302, Table 7) links were found, however, the results failed to support the link

between the market factors (p. 301, Table 6), stage in product life cycle, and
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strength of market position. An explanation of the failure to find significant

results was that since only manufacturing managers were used, their operations

could be buffered from external market forces.

The hypothesized relationship between the lit of budgeting to its departmental

context and departmental performance was examined in two ways. First, the

data was split at median department size and the correlation coefficients between

the budgeting variables and performance was computed for each group. lf the

lit hypothesis were true, it was expected that larger departments would have

systematically higher correlations. This was true for seven of the eight variables

with four of the differences being statistically significant (z·test, p < .10 or less)

(p. 303, Table 8).

A second test of the tit·performance hypothesis was to take each of the six

measures used to assess the organizational context, split the data at their median

score and compute two sets of correlation coefficients with the performance

measure. While statistically signilicant differences in correlation coefficients were

observed for at least one budget variable for both automation of production

process and functional differentiation, no signilicant differences were observed for

product standardization, stage of product life cycle, and strength of market

position (p. 304, Table 9). Overall these results were interpreted to provide weak,

but encouraging, support for the impact of titting a budget system to its

organizational context.
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While Merchant (1984) studied budgeting at a department-level phenomena and

Merchant (1981) studied it as an organizational-level phenomena, these studies

are highly similar in other respects. ln fact, both the contributions and criticisms

of Merchant (1981) may apply to Merchant (1984) equally well. Namely, these

studies are signiticant both as replications of Bruns and Waterhouse’s (1975)

work and as extensions by explicitly considering and testing the effect of fit on

performance. However, these contributions are mitigated to a certain degree by

the poorly articulated frameworks used in these studies.

3.2.6 Gordon and Narayanan (1984)

Lawrence Gordon and V.K. Narayanan designed a study to investigate the

relationship between three variables often included in contingency approach

accounting studies: perceived environmental uncertainty, organizational

structure, and perceived importance of certain information characteristics. This

study is not a test of any explicit contingency theory or framework, nor is it a

direct test of some set of characteristics directly attributable to a particular

management accounting system. However, because the research addresses

several relationships and issues which are often assumed in contingency approach

studies of management accounting systems it will be included in this review.

Gordon and Narayanan review a large number of theoretical and empirical

studies in both the organizational theory and accounting literature. This review
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leads to several general findings. First, the organization theory literature

supports the assertion that the structure adopted by an organization is influenced

by its environment (p. 34). More precisely, mechanistic forms of organization are

often associated with stable environments and organic forms of organization are

associated with unstable environments. Furthermore, perceived environmental

uncettainty seems to be a better predictor of structure than any objective

measure.

A second tinding from the accounting literature is that an information system is

contingent on its particular organizational context (p. 35). This context includes

both the organization's environment and its structure. These lindings, when

considered together, raise an important, yet unanswered, question. What is the

relationship between organizational structure and information systems? Several

theoretical works had proposed that both structure and information systems are

a part of some collection of strategies that were interdependent and selected

together by the organization in response to its environment. Altematively, other

theoretical work and virtually all empirical work viewed structure as preceding,

or logically prior to, information systems. While no formal model or theory was

advanced to support their beliefs, hypotheses were advanced which related

structure to environment, certain characteristics of information to environment,

and certain characteristics of information to structure.

Data was gathered from thirty-four senior level managers in medium-size,

Midwestern firms using structured interviews. Perceived environmental
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uncertainty and organization structure were measured using questions adapted

from Khandwalla (1977). The perceived importance of three characteristics of

information: extemal, non-financial, and ex ante, each of which is not

traditionally characteristic of an organization’s information system, were

measured using questions developed for this study.

The results were analyzed in two phases. First, zero·order (simple) Pearson

correlation coefficients were computed between each information characteristic,

perceived environmental uncertainty, and the structure measure. All nine

coefficients were statistically significant at the p < .05 or higher level (p. 4l,

Figure 1, part A). Second, first-order (partial) correlation coefficients were

computed among the three sets of variables. This procedure yielded a most

interesting result. While in all three cases the partial correlation coefficients

between perceived environmental uncertainty and both structure and the

information characteristic remained statistically significant, each of the three

partial correlation coefficients between the structure and information

characteristic variables failed to be statistically significant (p. 41, Figure 1, part

B).
•

These results were interpreted to mean that while both organization structure and

the information characteristics were associated with perceived environmental

uncertainty and with each other, that the relationship between structure and

information characteristics is spurious and results only from the common

influence of perceived environmental uncertainty. This implication lead the
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authors to conclude that both structure and information system design should be

viewed as part of an overall package of strategies to respond to environmental

uncertainty rather than the view expressed in some earlier contingency work

which placed structure logically prior to information system design (p. 42).

Gordon and Narayanan (1984) expose a potentially significant weakness in a

great deal of prior empirical research performed to examine contingency issues.

Prior research has often relied extensively on bivariate relationships. However,

the complexity of interactions in organizational phenomena requires more

complex models and analytical strategies. Research failing to rely on more

complex strategies runs the risk of falling prey to the three·variab1e problem!

The approach used by Gordon and Narayanan to address the significant issue

of the precedence of structure over information system characteristics limits the

significance of their iindings. The characteristics of information used in the

study, i.e., extemal, non-financial, and ex ante, are, as indicated by the authors,

are not a part of the information system of most organizations. Therefore in

responding to the questions the managers were indicating their perceived

importance to a non-existent or hypothetical information system. While this fact

does not eliminate the interesting findings of the study, it does require a careful

interpretation of the study’s results and their implications.

‘
The three-variable problem refers to the situation in which two variables are observed to be correlated,
but upon closer inspection this correlation is demonstrated to be caused by a third, unobserved variable.
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3.2.7 Rockness and Shields (1984)

Howard Rockness and Mike Shields criticize previous research studying the

contingent nature of organizational control for using a too narrow definition of

control and for primarily focusing on production settings in their 1984 study

(Rockness and Shields, 1984). They seek to improve on this previous work by

expanding the conceptualization of control and examine a non-production setting.

Ouchi’s organizational control framework (Ouchi, 1977) is used by Rockness and

Shields to provide an expanded view of organizational control. Ouchi’s

framework begins with task characteristics. The two primary task considerations

are the knowledge of the transformation process and the measurability of the

outputs. The second component of the framework are the possible choices of

organizational controls which include social, behavior, and output controls.

Rockness and Shields redefine Ouchi’s original specitication of social control as

a specific type of a general class of input controls. Figure 9 on page 67 displays

the resultant set of controls and their expected use relative to the primary task

characteristics. Two secondary task characteristics are cited - task complexity

and task interdependence. These characteristics are associated with output

control. From the framework present six substantive hypotheses are proposed

which relate the various types of control to both the primary and secondary task

characteristics.
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Seventy-six first-line research and development supervisors drawn from ten

different organizations completed a questionnaire to provide the data used in the

study. The perceived importance of input, behavior, and output controls in each

of four management functions was measured using an instrument developed for

this study. The four management functions were planning, monitoring,

evaluating, and rewarding. The primary task characteristics of knowledge of the

transformation process and the timely measurement of the output were measured

with two questions each, whereas a single question was used to measure each of

the secondary task characteristics: task complexity and task dependency. The

age, size, vertical differentiation, and type of research and development work

performed by the group, representing organization context and structure

variables, were also measured.

The six hypotheses were tested by using partial correlation coefficients (both

bivariate Pearson and Kendal1’s Tau correlations were computed). Partial

correlation was used to control for the four organizational context and structure

variables. A total of sixteen partial correlation coefficients were used to test the

six hypotheses. Only seven of the sixteen coefficients were both signiticant (p s

.10 was used) and had the predicted sign (p. 173, Table 3). Whereas three

hypotheses had four different coefficients used in their test, one hypotheses had

two coefficients, and the remaining two had only one coefticient. Two of the six

hypotheses were confirmed, two had mixed results, and two were rejected.
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The results were interpreted to provide only limited support to Ouchi's

framework (p. 175). The strongest support provided was for an association

between controls and knowledge of the transformation process. Little support for

any association between controls and the measurability of output, task

dependence, or task complexity was found. Rockness and Shields questioned

whether some of the measurements which they had selected limited the tindings.

Rockness and Shields contribute to the contingency literature by attempting to

expand beyond the normal definitions and by attempting to incorporate Ouchi's

organization control framework. The lack of expected results, however, severely

limits the contribution of their research.

3.2.8 Govindarajan (1984) and Govindarajan and Gupta (1985)

V. Govindarajan and A. Gupta worked together to study contingent relationships

between performance evaluation systems and other variables. Their results were

reported in Govindarajan (1984) and Govindarajan and Gupta (1985). Because

these two studies address somewhat the same issues, use some of the same

measures, and rely on the same sample they will be reviewed together.

3.2.8.1 Govindarajan (1984) °
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Govindarajan (1984) reports a study designed to investigate environmental

uncertainty as an important intervening variable in the use of objective measures

such as budget amounts in performance evaluation. The paper is positioned as

an attempt to expand the understanding of how budgets are used by highlighting A

the impact of uncertainty in the organization’s environment.

The framework is a 2 x 2 matrix representing the relationship between

environmental uncertainty and the degree of reliance on a subjective approach in

performance evaluation. This matrix is shown in Figure 10 on page 70. A match

between these variables is obtained when either both are low or both are high.

In these cases higher organizational performance is expected. Lower

organizational performance is expected when no match is obtained.

The framework was examined by collecting data from iifty·eight business unit

managers sampled from eight Fortune 500 companies. Environmental

uncertainty was measured using an instrument which appears in Miles and Snow

(1978). The degree of reliance on formula versus subjective approaches to

performance evaluation was measured by asking what portion of the business

unit managers bonus was decided in a subjective manner. A self-rated measure

of performance was developed for the study.

Three statistical tests were performed to examine the performance evaluation -
environment uncertainty model. First, a Pearson product·moment correlation _

coefticient was computed between the percentage of bonus determined
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subjectively and unit effectiveness. This coefficient was not significantly different

from zero (r = 0.11, p < .05). Thus no direct relationship between these

variables was observed and no prima facie evidence of the superiority of a

particular performance evaluation method was found. Second, the correlation

between environmental uncertainty and performance evaluation style was

examined. A statistically significant positive association between these variables

was observed (r = 0.43, p < 0.001). This implies that those business unit

managers which face higher levels of environmental uncertainty tend to have

higher portions of their bonus determined subjectively.

A third and final test examined the interactive effect of environmental

uncertainty and performance evaluation style on performance. This relationship

was examined by splitting the data into two groups - high and low effectiveness.

When the correlation between environmental uncertainty and performance style

was recomputed the high effectiveness group had a strong positive coefticient (r

= .59, p < .001) whereas the low effectiveness group’s coefficient was not

significantly different from zero (r = 0.19, not significant). These results indicate

that how accounting data including budgets are used is, in part, a function of

environmental uncertainty. Also, differences in use had implications on the

effectiveness of the organization.

The contingent relationships studied in Govindarajan (1984) differ from previous

work in at least two ways. First, the study focused on the effects environmental

uncertainty, a variable missing in several previous studies. Second, the study
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focused on the use of accounting data, whereas many previous studies highlighted

attitudes towards budgets and budget system characteristics. Both of these foci,

when taken together, resulted in a significant study.

Few weaknesses can be found in the study itself. The major weakness observed

is the study’s failure to consider the additional contingent variables such as

organizational structure and technology.

3.2.8.2 Govindarajan and Gupta (1985)

Govindarajan and Gupta (1985) continues with the theme began in

Govindarajan (1984). This study, rather than addressing the impact of

environmental uncertainty on performance evaluation style, examines the

implications of business unit strategy. Strategy has often been cited in the

organization theory literature as a potential contingent variable, however this

variable has appeared in only one previously published accounting study

(Merchant, 1984).

A theoretical background is presented and several propositions are advanced on

the relationships between business unit strategy, performance evaluation style,

and unit effectiveness. Business unit strategy has a variety of dimensions,

however, the trade-off between growth in market share and short-term earnings

(cash flow maximization, termed strategic mission, is selected for this study. A

continuum between strictly a build strategy in which growth in market share is
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the dominant goal and a harvest strategy in which cash flow/earnings

maximization is the dominant goal. Units following a build strategy would be

expected to rely on long-run criteria in the determination of bonuses, whereas

units following a harvest strategy are expected to emphasize short-run criteria.

Because short-run criteria are often easier to measure than long-run criteria, units

following a build strategy will be expected to place greater reliance on subjective

criteria in determining bonuses, In each case, failure to match performance

evaluation style to strategy will result in lower effectiveness.

Data was collected from the same sample identified in Govindarajan (1984).

Also, the same measures for business and effectiveness and reliance on subjective

approaches in determining bonus were used in the present study. Business unit

strategy was measured using an instrument developed for the study. This

instrument placed each unit in a range from -1 to +1 depending on whether the

unit was following a build strategy or a harvest strategy. A portion of the
u

instrument which was used to measure unit effectiveness was used to measure the

degree of importance placed on several specific performance criteria and provide

a measure of the importance of both long-run and short-run criteria.

A multiple-equation rcgression model was used to test for the expected

relationships. The results confirm that managers in effective business units place

more emphasis on long-run criteria when the unit follows a build strategy. The

data did not, however, support the proposition that effective business units placed

more emphasis on short-run criteria when they were following a harvest strategy.
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The authors note that short-run criteria seemed to be significant, regardless of the

strategy being followed (p. 60).

The proposed relationship between business strategy, reliance on subjective

approaches and unit effectiveness was supported by the results. Speciücally,

effective units, following a build strategy, placed greater reliance on subjective

approaches to determining incentive bonuses; whereas effective units, following a

harvest strategy, emphasize less-subjective (formula·based) approaches in

computing incentive bonuses. These results were also supported by plotting the

partial derivatives of the regression equations and examining theses for

monotoncity.

The contribution of Govindarajan and Gupta (1985) is similar to that of

Govindarajan (1984). An additional contingent variable, in this case business

unit strategy, was shown to be related to performance evaluation. Furthermore,

this study demonstrated the critical link between proper fit on unit effectiveness.

However, because of the failure to clearly articulate the theoretical formulation

which undergirded both studies and because the authors did not discuss the

connections between their theory and results with those of prior research the

significance contribution of these studies is reduced.
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3.2.9 Chenhall and Monis (1986)

The most recent major empirical contribution employing the contingent approach

to management accounting systems research was performed by Robert Chenhall

and Deigan Morris. These authors criticize previous research failing to provide

empirical tests of proposed models, and in the case where empirical examinations

were performed for relying on overly simple, zero·order correlation analysis.

A model of management accounting system design, focusing on the direct and

indirect relationships between environmental uncertainty, organizational

interdependence, decentralization of organizational structure and the usefulness

of four information characteristics of a management accounting system. The

model is displayed in Figure ll on page 77. The four information characteristics

examined are the scope, timeliness, aggregation, and integration of the

management accounting system information.

A total of six hypotheses were proposed indicating both the direct and indirect

effects of the independent variables, environmental uncertainty, organizational

interdependence, and decentralization, on the dependent variable, the perceived

usefulness of the information characteristics. For example, a direct relationship

between each of the three independent variables and the scope of management

accounting system information was predicted. As an example of indirect effects,

an indirect relationship was hypothesized between both the scope and integration
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Figure ll. Chenhall and Morris' Model: Source - Chenhall and Morris, 1986, p. 17.
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information characteristics and organizational interdependence actirzg through

decentralization.

A total of eighty-six middle- to upper-level managers from thirty-six different

Australian manufacturing organizations participated in the study by responding

to a structured questionnaire administered in an interview format. The

instruments used to measure both decentralization and organizational

interdependence were originally developed by the Aston group. The perceived

environmental uncertainty measure was originally developed by Duncan (1972)

and later modified by Sathe (1974). The dependent variable measurements were

taken from the average response for each category of information characteristic.

These a priori groups were confirmed by a factor analysis of the responses. The

dependent variable measurements for the information characteristics which were

used resulted from a factor analysis of twenty·four items which each described

some attribute or type of information. Managers responded using a Likert-type

scale indicating the degree of usefulness of each item. Factor analysis was used

to confirm the construct validity of the theoretical groupings, however subsequent

analysis was based on averages of the responses rather than factor scores.

Path analysis was used to examine each of the six hypotheses. A total of four

path models were estimated, one for each information characteristic, and the

statistical significance of the path coefficients was examined to confirm or

disconfirm the prior beliefs. Because of the large number of hypotheses it is

difficult to summarize the results in a simple fashion. With respect to the
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hypothesized direct effects, a total of eight significant direct effects were

predicted. The results contirmed six of the eight hypothesized direct effects, and

one direct effect which was not expected to be significant did prove to be so.

. While a total of four indirect effects had been predicted, only two proved to be

statistically significant. One unexpected indirect effect, that of organizational

interdependence acting through decentralization on aggregation was also

observed. These results were interpreted, as a whole, to provide support for the

model.

Several of contributions of Chenhall and Morris (1986) should be noted. First,

the study recognized and addressed the fact that the simple models used in

previous research were not sufticient to provide deeper insight into management

accounting system design. By considering both direct and indirect effects the

study moves the literature forward towards consideration of more complex

relationships. Second, the study considered the impact of structural responses, in

this case decentralization, to uncertainty on management accounting system

design. It therefore provides additional insight into environment·organizational

structure·management accounting system interrelationships.

The two primary weaknesses observed in the study are, first, the failure of the

authors to develop or refer to a framework which explains the relationships

expected as a whole. Instead, support is offered in a piecemeal fashion for each

individual relationship. Second, similar to the study by Gordon and Narayanan

(1984), the authors focus on the perceived usefulness of information
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characteristics rather than the perceived usefulness of some particular system.

Since no evidence is provided that the responding managers work regularly with

the type of information described, there is no clear basis for their perceptions. In

fact, as the authors indicate, traditional management accounting systems often

do not include information with the characteristics described.

3.3 Summary of the Detailed Review of the Empirical

Literature

The diverse nature of the empirical contingency literature precludes a simple

summary. Many of the similarities which may be observed at a high level of

abstraction disappear upon closer examination. Table 2 on page 81 contains a

summary of the eleven studies reviewed.

At a general level the following comments may be made. First, from a variety

of perspectives, focusing on a variety of variables, the contingency approach is

supported by the empirical studies which have been reported to date.

Consistently the empirical findings have challenged and defeated the universal

perspective. Thus there would be no basis for studies which proposed some

universal managerial accounting system irrespective of organizational context.
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Indeed every study reviewed provided some support for the contingency

approach.

A second observation is that when attention has been given to the fit between

management accounting variables and other contextual variables and

organizational effectiveness, consistent, albeit weak, support has been observed.

Therefore, additional consideration of the relationship between a management

accounting system and its organizational context seem to be warranted at a

practical level.

Beyond these broad generalizations, a number of weaknesses and criticisms of the

empirical literature may be observed. The first major weakness has been the

general absence of a strong theoretical base for the empirical studies reported to

date. Specifically, while several studies appeared to have no a priori at all
‘

(Khandwalla, 1972; Rosenzweig, 1981); still others drew from a broad variety of

theories primarily taken from the organization theory literature in such a

piecemeal fashion (Merchant, 1981, 1984; Govindarajan, 1984). Still other

studies attempted to use a specific organizational theory but were criticized in the

operationalization of those theories (Hayes, 1975; Rockness and Shields, 1984).

Lastly it may be noted that none of the empirical studies reported to date have

been based on theoretical models proposed in the accounting literature.

A second criticisrh relates to the models or frameworks which have been used in

the majority of the empirical studies. With the notable exception of Hayes (1975),
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Gordon and Narayanan (1984), and Chenhall and Morris (1986), the models

have addressed only simple, bivariate relationships. It is unlikely that such

models are sufticiently complex to reflect the richness of the underlying

phenomena.

A related criticism of the extant empirical literature pertains to the lack of

attention given to the critical linkage between the fit of the management

accounting system to its context and the effectiveness of the organization.

Without demonstrating that this fit is related to higher levels of effectiveness little

practical signiticance may be attributed to any associations observed.

3.4 Summary of the Literature Review _

Both the theoretical and the empirical management accounting system literature

following a contingency approach have been reviewed. This review has exposed

encouraging results from the research reported to date and has revealed many

wealmesses and potentials for future research. Several summary comments are

provided to conclude the literature review.

From the literature reviewed, the contingency approach has replaced the

universal perspective as the dominant viewpoint of management accounting

systems research. On both theoretical and empirical fronts this dominance has

been observed. In fact so overwhelming is this dominance that universal
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prescriptions now seem quaint. For example, statements like "Participation in the

budget process always leads to higher performance and satisfaction,” result in

almost reflex·like challenges.

However, the superiority of the contingency approach over the universal

perspective should not be mistaken for the strength and completeness of this

viewpoint. To date the theoretical formulations following this approach are best

considered as partial, preliminary attempts to describe and predict this

phenomena. Furthermore the empirical results obtained, while encouraging,

must be viewed as tentative, exploratory work.

The dominance of the contingency approach, coupled with its still embryonic.

state gives rise to two requirements for future research. First, future research

must be based on a sound theoretical foundation. This theory must be well

articulated and sufticiently complex to support continued development of the

contingency approach. Second, further theoretical development, must be

accompanied by empirical support including evidence relating the fit of a
_

management accounting system to its organizational context and organizational

effectiveness. The research reported in this dissertation will attempt to meet both

these requirements.
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Chapter 4

Model Development

4.1 Introduction

From the review of the literature it has been shown that additional empirical
l

research, built on a solid theoretical foundation, is necessary for the more

complete exploitation of the contingency approach to management accounting

system design and use. The purpose of this chapter is to develop a theoretical

model of budget system usefulness. This model will be based on a theory of

organizational structure proposed by Galbraith (1973). Before the model itself

is presented, a brief discussion of the reasons for choosing Galbraith’s theory will

be presented.
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4.2 Ratiomzle for Choosing Galbraith’s Model

There are four primary reasons why Galbraith’s model was chosen as a basis for

the research presented in this dissertation. They are:

1. Weaknesses in previously developed theories in the accounting literature.
2. Limitations of other organizational theories for accounting research.
3. Recommendations for Galbraith’s model in the accounting literature.
4. Strengths of Galbraith’s model itself.

Each of these reasons will be explained in detail.

A review of the theoretical literature which has adopted a contingency approach

to management accounting system design and use was included in Chapter 2.

As may be recalled, this review indicated that the extant theories proposed each

suffer from one or more critical flaws which limit their potential as a base for

future research. For example, Gordon and Miller (1976) proposed a model for

accounting information system design which attempted to unify concepts drawn

from the organization theory, business policy, and decision style literatures.

Given this ambitious goal it is not surprising that the resultant model is unclear

on a number of critical issues. Therefore, given the weaknesses of the theories

proposed to date in the accounting literature, a decision was made to examine the

supportive field of organization theory.

Just as has been observed in the accounting literature, there are number of

competitor theories in the organizational literature. Starting with the early work
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of Burns and Stalker (1961), Woodward (1965), and Lawrence and Lorsch (1967)

and continuing to current dcfense of contingency theory by Donaldson (1985),

an extremely large literature has developed. However, while many theories of

organizational structure have been proposed following a contingency approach,

many of these theories do not provide a suitable basis for accounting research.

For example, Hayes (1977) attempted to use Thompson’s (1967) theory. After

admitting himself that Thompson’s work was "conceptually abstract" (Hayes,

1977, p. 23), Hayes was criticized by Tiessen and Waterhouse (1978) for

inadequate theoretical justilication and specification of the model tested.

Similarly Rockness and Shields (1984), after failing to find strong support for

Ouchi’s (1977) control framework, make the following observation, "Ouchi's

framework may be an inadequate representation of the environment in which

control systems operate"(p. 175). Therefore, while organization theory provides
· a large number of potential models which may be used in accounting research,

not all of these models are equally well suited for the task.

Sathe (1975, 1978) points towards Galbraith’s theory as providing a suitable

basis for accounting research. He states: "The work of . . . Galbraith indicates

the importance of information processing as the key concept linking the variables

considered, and this is a fruitful avenue for further research" (Sathe, 1975, p. 62).

And, in another context, "The conceptual work of Galbraith offers an excellent

vehicle" (Sathe, 1978, p. 91). In addition Cooper (1981), in a discussion about

contingency theory, states: "Galbraith’s work also has important implications for

management accounting" (p. 185). Furthermore references to Galbraith’s work
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appear in Rosenzweig (1981), Merchant (1981 and 1984), Gordon and

Narayanan (1984), Govindarajan (1984), Govindarajan and Gupta (1985), and

Chenhall and Morris (1986).

The final rational for choosing Galbraith’s theory is the appropriateness of the

theory itself. This assessment is based on the fact that Galbraith’s theory is built

around the concepts of uncertainty and information processing which provide

both clarity and unity to the model. Furthermore, Galbraith’s model includes

structural responses which include management accounting systems, a critical

element notably missing from many other organization theories.

To summarize, Galbraith’s theory of organizational structure has been selected

from the organizational theory literature. This theory was selected based on both

the recommendations found in the accounting literature and on the strength of

the theory itself. The remainder of this chapter will provide a description and

extension of Galbraith’s theory which forms the basis of the model which has

been empirically examined.

4.3 Galbraith’s Model

In a series of works, Galbraith (1969, 1973, 1977) developed a model of
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organizations employing an information processing perspective} The basic model

is built on a contingency perspective. Galbraith (p. 2) states that this perspective

may be summarized by the following two statements. First, there is no one best

way to organize. Second, all ways of organizing are not equally effective. Once

these two premises are accepted, Galbraith indicates that a primary research task

is the identification and explanation of the contextual factors that are useful in

determining the most effective organizational form (p. 2).

Galbraith provides uncertainty as a key concept that may be used to understand

these contingent relationships. He defines uncertainty as "the difference between

the amount of information required to perform a task and the amount of

information possessed" (p. 5). This conceptualization of uncertainty leads to the

central concept of information processing. Although Galbraith does not explicitly

define information processing, Engelhoff (1982), relying on Galbraith’s work,

states that information processing is the "gathering of data, the transformation

of data into information, and the communication and storage of information in

the organization" (Engelhoff, 1982, pp. 435-436).

Galbraith asserts that the critical source of uncertainty arises during the

performance of the organizational task (p. 4). Tasks vary in their uncertainty and

tasks low in uncertainty could be entirely preplanned. During execution of a

preplanned task, there would be no lack of required information or no

5 21} är(ä1;b;·;1;t;1:;igr;e'f:et;·to the 1973 work, only page numbers rather than the fixll ·
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uncertainty. High uncertainty would be associated with tasks that could not be

completely preplanned. As a high uncertainty task is being performed, additional

information processing is required.

Galbraith states that a particular task and organization combine to produce a

specific level of uncertainty (p. 5). This level of uncertainty in turn determines the

organization’s information processing requirements. The organizational design

task is to structure the organization and its information processing systems in

such a manner that their information processing capacities are sufficient to meet

these requirements.

Galbraith outlines a total of seven different strategies that may be selected by an

organization. The tirst three strategies are:

l. the specitication of rules, programs, and procedures,
2. the formation of managerial hierarchy, and
3. the setting of targets or goals for the organization and its subunits (pp.

lO·l4).

These three strategies are responses to increasingly higher levels of uncertainty.

An organization would first choose to simply pre-specify, through rules,

programs, and procedures, all of the behaviors that it desires from its employees.

For even moderate levels of uncertainty, however, this strategy cannot be entirely

successful. In this event the organization would select members to function as

managers, often spanning several organizational subunits.
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Given sufficient uncertainty, however, the combination of hierarchy with rules,

programs, and procedures, may not be sufticient. Communication lines to the

managers could become overloaded as the number of items not covered by the

plans and procedures increases. Managerial responses would then be sluggish as

their information processing load increases. In this event, the organization may

choose to push decision-making authority further down in the hierarchy. As

authority is decentralized, however, conflict between subunit efficiency and

organizational efficiency may arise. In this situation, the setting of goals and

targets can be used (1) to direct the subunit manager’s attention toward the

outcomes that are desired by top management and (2) to alert the subunit

managers to the interdependencies that exist.

The three strategies of rules, programs, and procedures; hierarchy; and target or

goal setting form the basic model for a bureaucratic organization. Galbraith

suggests four additional strategies when organizations face such high levels of

uncertainty that the basic bureaucratic form does not provide sufficient

information processing capacity (pp. 14-19). They are:

4. creation of slack resources,
5. creation of self contained tasks,
6. investment in vertical information systems, and
7. creation of lateral relations.

Strategies 4 and 5 may be used to reduce information processing requirements,

whereas strategies 6 and 7 increase the information processing capacity of the

organization. The particular combination of these four strategies adopted by an

organization will depend on their individual costs and benefits.
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To summarize, Galbraith proposes a model of organizations as information

processing systems. The information processing requirements faced by an

organization are a function of the uncertainty associated with its task. Task

uncertainty is the difference between the information required to perform the task

and the information processed by the organization. Different organizational

forms possess different capacities for information processing. The basic

bureaucratic organization applies rules, programs, and procedures, hierarchy,

and goals and targets to provide sufticient information processing capacity. A

collection of additional strategies are provided for organizations which have

information processing requirements that exceed the capacity of the basic

bureaucratic structure.

4.4 Tushman and Nadler’s Extensions and Modüications

of Galbraith’s Model

Tushman and Nadler (1978) extend and modify Galbraith’s model in several

ways. First, Tushman and Nadler assume that an organization can be viewed

as a collection of subunits. Whereas Galbraith’s structural model addresses

design issues at the organizational level, Tushman and Nadler choose to focus on

the subunit in their analysis.
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Second, Tushman and Nadler extend Galbraith’s basic notion of task uncertainty

by decomposing it into three dimcnsions. These dimcnsions are subunit task

characteristics, subunit task environment, and inter-unit task interdependence.

Subunit task uncertainty and subunit task environment, together, resemble

Galbraith’s original concept of task uncertainty. Galbraith emphasizes in his

discussion of task uncertainty, that uncertainty may arise from both inside

outside the organization. For example, Galbraith (p. 14) cites both changes in

customer demand and changes in product design in his examples of events which

affect task uncertainty. Thus, Tushman and Nadler have simply divided

Galbraith’s original concept of task uncertainty into two related concepts.

Inter·unit task interdependence, on the other hand, is an element of uncertainty

that is necessitated by Tushman and Nad1er’s selection of the subunit as the unit

of analysis. Tushman and Nadler indicate substantial empirical support for the

effect of each of these three components of uncertainty faced by the subunit.

Tushman and Nadler, like Galbraith, presuppose the tit-effectiveness hypothesis.

They state, "Organizations will be more effective when there is a match between

information processing requirements facing the organization and information

processing capacity of the organization’s structure"(Tushman and Nadler, 1978,

p. 619). Thus, an organization must match the information processing

requirements it faces with the information processing capacity of its structure in

order to be effective.
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4.5 A Synthesis ofGalbraith’s and Tushman and Nadler’s

Model

The basic theoretical model to be used in this research will be developed by

synthesizing the work of Galbraith with Tushman and Nadler. Essentially, the

model used here will rely on the basic model proposed by Galbraith, but will use

Tushman and Nadler’s expanded view of uncertainty. The model is presented in

Figure 12 on page 94.

Task uncertainty and environmental uncertainty are viewed as the two major

components of uncertainty faced by the organization. These two sources represent

the logical split between uncertainty emanating from sources external to the

organization and uncertainty emanating from sources internal to the

organization. The combination of these two sources of uncertainty create the

information processing requirements faced by the organization.

The information processing capacity of the organization is provided by its

structure. The structure of a specific organization will include the particular

combination of rules, procedures, and programs; hierarchy; and target or goal

setting systems selected by that organization. These items represent the elements

that, according to Galbraith, compromise the basic components employed by a

bureaucratic organization to cope with uncertainty.
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When the information processing requirements faced by an organization match

that organization’s information processing capacity a "fit" is said to be obtained

and the organization is effective. A lack of fit is expected in the case where the

information processing capacities do not match the information processing

requirements. This lack of fit could result because the information processing

capacities exceed the requirements, which implies inefficiencies resulting from the

underutilized capacity. Alternatively, a lack of fit could result because the

information processing requirements greatly exceed the information processing

capacities. In this case, low levels of effectiveness would be expected because

organizational decision-makers would not have sufficient information to make

good decisions. In the extreme case, poor fit could result in significant declines

in the economic performance of the organization.

4.6 Research Propositions

Before describing the research methods which will be used to examine the

theoretical model of budget system usefulness which has been developed, several

research propositions will be stated. These propositions are derived from the

model developed. Additional support for each proposition will be cited from

previous research.‘

‘
A description of the operationalization of the model will be presented in the next chapter. Research
hypctheses will be included at that point.
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Proposition 1 As organizational units face higher levels of task and
environmental uncertainty increased decision-making authority
will be given to lower-level managers.

As noted in the preceding discussion, as both task and environmental uncertainty

increase, the information processing requirements faced by the organization also

increase. Therefore, to maintain the same level of information processing

effectiveness, the organization will need to respond by increasing its information

processing capacity. Decentralization was identified as one strategy that may be

used to increase information processing capacity. Specitically, Galbraith suggests

that as the communication channels to higher level organizational members

become overloaded, organizations will decentralize, shifting decision-making

authority to lower-level organization members who are closer to the relevant

information. The empirical research of Burns and Stalker (1961), Lawrence and

Lorsch (1967), and Pugh, Hickson, Hinings, and Turner (1969) all support the

positive relationship between environmental uncertainty and decentralization.

No empirical studies were found which used the concept of task uncertainty.

However, the related concept of organizational technology has been used in a

number of studies. Both Reimann and Inzerilli (1979) and Fry (1982), in

reviewing and summarizing the technology·structure literature, conclude that the

linkages between these two constructs have been supported empirically.
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Proposition 2 As organizational units face higher levels of task and
environmental uncertainty high-level unit managers will find
budgets to be less useful.

The second proposition addresses the direct relationship of both task and

environmental uncertainty with the usefulness of budget systems. First, consider

the effects of increasing levels of task uncertainty on budget usefulness. In a low

uncertainty task, it is relatively easy to develop budget estimates of revenues and

costs, such that variances between budgeted and actual amounts provide

unambiguous signals to management. In high uncertainty tasks, however,

variances between budgeted and actual results often do not provide unambiguous

signals to management. Specifically, it may be difficult to discern whether the

variances are due to poor performance or poor estimates. For example, Hirst

(1987) presents a theoretical analysis which indicates that task uncertainty

reduces the usefulness of budgets in motivating performance. Similar arguments

may be made for environmental uncertainty.

Several empirical studies provide support for this proposition. Higher levels of

uncertainty have been shown to be related to decreased reliance on management

accounting system measures of performance (Govindarajan, 1984); decreased

reliance on data which is internal, financial, and ex post (Gordon and

Narayanan, 1984); decreased emphasis on formal budgeting (Merchant, 1984);

and a desire for management accounting systems to include information that is

external, non-financial, probabilistic, and received on a frequent and rapid basis

(Chenhall and Morris, 1986).
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The negative direct association predicted may seem inconsistent with the model

proposed by Galbraith; recall, however, that Galbraith suggests that budget

systems become useful as organizations decentralize. This indirect relationship is

examined in the third proposition.
IA

Proposition 3 As organizational units increase the decision—making authority of
lower·level managers (due to higher levels of environmental and
task uncertainty), high-level unit managers will find budgets to be
more useful.

The third proposition is somewhat more complicated than the first two.

Propositions one and two address the direct ejfects of perceived task and

environmental uncertainty on both decentralization and budget system

usefulness. The third proposition considers the indirect eßects of these two

sources of uncertainty, through decentralization, on budget system usefulness.

Galbraith provides the logical support for this proposition. As an organization

decentralized in response to increasing levels of uncertainty, the potential for

dysfunctional behaviors will increase. Specifically, as lower-level managers are

given decision-making authority it is possible that they will make decisions that

result in local benefits at the expense of global performance. Budget systems may

be used to partially mitigate this potential problem.

To date, few empirical studies have explicitly examined this indirect effects

proposition. Merchant (1981) observed a high positive correlation between

decentralization and the tightness of the link between the budget and reward
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system. Chenhall and Morris (1986) studied the relationships between the

environment, structure, interdependence, and management accounting systems.

Their results generally support an indirect effects proposition between

environmental uncertainty and interdependence, through decentralization, on the

perceived value of certain information characteristics.

Proposition 4 Organizational units which fit the amount of decision-making
authority given to lower-level managers and the usefulness of
budgets to upper-level managers to the levels of task and
environmental uncertainty faced by their unit will be more effective
than units which do not.

The fourth proposition states that those organizations that properly match their

capacity to process information with the requirements to process information will

perform better than those which do not.

Several accounting studies have explicitly tested the fit-effectiveness proposition.

Merchant (1981) found that organizations which that obtain a good match

between control strategy and context exhibit statistically significant higher

performance than those that do not. Govindarajan (1984) reports that the

correlation between environmental uncertainty and the percentage of bonus

determined by subjective criteria is stronger for units with high performance than

for units with low performance.
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4.7 Chapter Summary

A model of budget system usefulness has been developed in this chapter. This

model is based on the conceptual work of Galbraith. Galbraith work was

selected because of its conceptual clarity and superiority over models previously

developed in the accounting and organization literature. Based upon the model,

four research propositions have been proposed. The specific methods used to

empirically examine this model are presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Research Methods

5.1 Introduction

A theoretical model of budget usefulness built around Galbraith’s (1973)

contingency theory was described in the previous chapter. The objective to be

accomplished in this chapter is to describe the research methods which will be

used to empirically examine the theoretical model.

The chapter will begin with the rationale for the particular research methodology

selected to examine the model. The joint problem of operationalization

(converting the theoretical model's abstract concepts into measurable constructs)

and measurement (selecting specific techniques to measure the operationalized

concepts) will be addressed in the second section of the chapter. The population
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which will be studied, and the process used to develop and pretest the study

instrument will be contained in the third and forth sections of this chapter

respectively. The fifth section will contain the methods used to assess the

reliability and validity of the measurement methods used, whereas the sixth

section will present the statistical data analysis methods which will be employed

to examine the model. The final section will include a brief summary of the

research methods as presented in this chapter.

5.2 Research Methodology Selection - Rationale

The first major methodological decision involved the selection of a basic method

to be used to examine the model. While many potential research methodologies

exist, three methodologies were given closer scrutiny for the present study. The

_methods considered were an experiment, a field study (or studies), and the survey

method. Other methodologies, such as analytica} modeling or historical research

were not considered due to their inappropriateness for the present topic.

Experimental research methods have many strengths including the high degree

of control over the study and a rich set of designs and statistical models

(Kerlinger, 1973) However, the experimental method is most effective in

examining phenomena at the individual level of analysis. The present study

however is directed towards a collection of phenomena that are hypothesized to
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exist at the subunit and organizational levels of analysis. Experimental methods

are not particularly strong in this setting and have, therefore, not been used in the

present study.

Field research methods are frequently used to study phenomena at the

organizational level of analysis (Yin, 1984). Indeed many organizational and

accounting researchers have recently called for research conducted using field

methods. For example, Otley (1980) concludes his review of the contingency

theory literature in accounting by calling for field-based research directed l
towards theory development.

While field research and, qualitative research in general, have signiticant

strengths in examining complex social phenomena, these methods suffer from a

higher degree of subjectivity than do quantitative methods] Furthermore, while
‘

field-based research is most fruitful in the early development stages of inquiry the

present study is oriented towards testing a particular theory (Yin, 1984). Thus

the field research method was not selected for the present study both due to its

degree of subjectivity and lack of appropriateness for theory testing.

Due both to the weaknesses of the experimental and field methodologies, and its

own strengths, the survey method has been selected for this study. The survey

method has been used extensively to examine organizationa1·level phenomena in

7 A porüon of this difference is due to the different underlying epistemological and ontological assumptions
er these inetndda. See Lineern and Guba (1985) rer an exeeuenr discussion er the pndnenrendrdgiear
perspecuve.
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a host of disciplines. Indeed virtually all of the accounting studies reported to

date have used some variation of this method. Furthermore, the survey method,

as will be shown later in this chapter, will provide data suitable for statistical

analysis of the model.

While the survey method overcomes the primary weaknesses of the experimental

and Held methods, in the context of the present study, it is not without its own

weaknesses. The two major weaknesses of the survey method are variable

measurement and respondent cooperation. Variable operationalization and

measurement and respondent selection will be addressed in the next two sections

of this chapter.

5.3 Variable Operationalization and Measurement

The process of operationalizing the theoretical model’s constructs and selecting

the measurement methods to be used required a number of decisions to be made.

This section includes a description of the decisions made on a variable by variable

by variable basis. Before the specific measurement methods selected are

identified, several guiding principles used should be mentioned.
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5.3.1 General Approach

The following general approach was used in the process of operationalizing and

selecting measurement methods for each of the variables. First, for each major

Construct a thorough review of the literature was performed. This review

included both the accounting and organizational literature, as appropriate. From

the literature various measures and their relative strengths and weaknesses were

identified. Next, the measurement methods identified were evaluated using the

following selection principles. The first selection principle was appropriateness

for the present study. When multiple methods were available, consideration was

given to their appropriate for this particular study and the expected respondent

group. A second, and related, selection principle was brevity and simplicity. Due

to the large number of variables being examined and the use of a mail survey

short, simple methods and questions were favored over long and/or complex

questions.

The unique issues involved in the operationalization and measurement of each

construct from the theoretical model are presented in the following sections. An

operationalized version of the model developed in the previous chapter will be

included as the final section.
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5.3.2 Task Uncertainty

Both Galbraith (1973) and Tushman and Nadler (1978) explicitly recognize that

different organizations (and subunits) face different degrees of uncertainty as a

result of the type of tasks they perform. Galbraith states "Uncertainty is the

relative amount of information that must be acquired during task performance"

(1973, p. 5).

Task uncertainty has not received a great deal of attention in the contingency

literature. However, technology, a related concept, has occupied a central role

beginning with the work of Woodward (1965) and Perrow (1967).*

A broad variety of measures of technology have been developed as a part of this

literature. For example, Van de Ven and Delberq (1974) developed a measure

of technology specilically for governmental employment-security agencies. As

would be expected, many of the measures developed and used such as those used

by Reimann (1977), were designed for manufacturing organizations.

Many of the previously developed measures, because of their specificity, will not

be useful in the present study. Both manufacturing and service organizations will

be included in the study and, therefore, the measure for task uncertainty to be

used must be appropriate to a number of different organizations. An instrument

* See Fry (1982), Gerwin (1979), and Gillespie and Mileti (1977) for reviews of the technology-structure
literature.
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developed by Richard Daft and Norman Macintosh (Daft and Macintosh, 1981)

has been selected as it is not limited to a particular context.
i

Daft and Macintosh’s instrument was developed as a part of a study which

considered the effect of task uncertainty on the amount and equivocality of _
information processing for work units. Daft and Macintosh decomposed task

uncertainty into two dimensions: task variety and task analyzability. Task

variety is defined as "the frequency of unexpected and novel events that occur in

the conversion process" (Daft and Macintosh, 1981, p. 208). Task analyzability

is defined as "how individuals respond to problems that arise" (Daft and

Macintosh, 1981, p. 208).

The instrument itself consists of both questions, five for each dimension of task

uncertainty. Daft and Macintosh report these questions to have internal

reliability measures (Nunnally’s coefficient alpha) of .86 for the analyzability

questions and .77 for the variety questions (Daft and Macintosh, 1981, p. 214).

The major limitation on the usefulness of Daft and Macintosh’s measure for the

present study is that the items were originally designed to be completed by each

member of a specific organizational unit and averaging these responses to

determine an overall score. Daft and Macintosh (1981) do report that based on

a one-way analysis of variance test the null hypothesis that all individuals are

responding about similar tasks was rejected for both measures (p < .001). Thus

the question items do seem to measure unit—level rather than individual traits.
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It should be noted that the measure selected will rely on the business unit

manager’s perceptions of task uncertainty. To highlight this fact, this variable

will be labelled perceived task uncertainty in all subsequent discussion andanalysis. ·
5.3.3 Environmental Uncertainty

In addition to the uncertainty faced by an organizational unit from its task, Mike

Tushman and David Nadler identify a unit’s environment as a major source of

uncertainty. They state "The environment is generally seen as a source of

uncertainty, since areas outside the organization (or subunit) are not under the

unit’s control and are therefore potentially unstable" (Tushman and Nadler,

1978, p. 616). ·

A great deal of attention and effort has been directed towards identifying and

measuring environmental uncertainty! However, while this construct and its

measurement has attracted a great deal of attention, few satisfying solutions have

been obtained. For example, Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) developed a measure

of environmental uncertainty which was later called into question by Tosi, Aldag,

and Storey (1973).

°
See reviews of this literature by Downey, Hellriegel, and Slocum (1975) and Downey and Slocum (1975).
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The measure of environmental uncertainty used in this study is taken from the

work of Raymond Miles and Charles Snow (Miles and Snow, 1978). This

particular measure decomposes the environment into six sectors consisting of

suppliers, competitors, customers, financial/capital markets, government

regulatory agencies, and actions of labor unions. Within each dimension several

items are posed to which the respondent is asked to indicate the predictability of

that particular item.

One significant change has been made to the original instrument. This change is

the addition of an additional environment dimension. The original questionnaire

was developed for use by CEOs, who manage complete businesses. However, in

the present study, the questionnaire will be completed by organizational subunit

managers. An organizational subunit has an additional environmental dimension

·· other subunits of their own organization. This additional dimension was added

to the instrument.

Again, as in the case of task uncertainty, the measurement method selected will

rely on the manager’s perceptions of environmental uncertainty. Thus, this

variable will be labelled perceived environmental uncertainty in subsequent

discussion and analysis.
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5.3.4 Decentralization

As a particular organizational unit faces higher and higher levels of uncertainty,

both from its environment and task, it will become necessary for the unit to

increase its information processing capacity. A primary structural response will

be to decentralize decision-making authority. Decentralization allows managers

who possess the specific information necessary to make a decision to do so.

Galbraith states: "Then as unanticipated events arise, the problem is referred to

the manager who has the information to make a new decision" (Galbraith, 1973,

p. ll).

The measure of decentralization originally developed by the Aston group (Pugh,

Hickson, I-linings, and Turner, 1968) will be used. This instrument asks for the

particular level within a unit that a collection of typical decisions can be made.

This instrument has been used repeatedly in both the organizational and

accounting literature.

5.3.5 Budget System Usefulness

A secondary response to higher levels of uncertainty is the implementation and

use of target and goal-setting systems. The budget system of an organization is

the primary system used for this purpose.
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While a great deal of research effort has been directed towards the study of

various aspects of budget systems, such as they degree of participation in the

budget process and the amount of slack in budgets, no measures of budget system

usefulness were found in the research literature. Therefore, a measure of budget

system usefulness was developed specifically for this study. A description of how

this measure was developed will follow.

The first stage was a review of the normative literature to determine what

"uses” or roles were prescribed to budgets. Several authors have discussed the

roles of budget systems. Anthony and Dearden (1980) prescribe two roles to

budget systems - planning and control. Maciariello (1984) proposes that budget

systems are a part of a larger management control system designed to assist

management in planning, coordinating, decision·maldng, and evaluating. Barrett

and Fraser (1977) consider the major roles of budgets to include planning,

motivating, and evaluating, whereas the minor roles are coordinating and

educating. Emmanuel and Otley (1985) describe the roles of budgets to include

authorization, planning, communication and coordination, motivation, and

performance evaluation.

From the collection of roles discovered in the literature, tive roles have been

distilled for use in the present study. They are: managing, planning, motivating,

evaluating, and coordinating. Planning was selected as it was included in all of

the lists mentioned above. Similarly, evaluating and coordinating were

mentioned in three of the four lists located. Motivating was found on only two
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of the lists, however, from reading the other author’s work it seemed that this use

was important and had been included under another heading, usually evaluating.

Lastly the broad concept of managing was included as a catch all category.

A questionnaire to measure budget system usefulness was developed by designing

several questions for each of these separate roles. For example, one of the

questions designed for the motivating role is "Budgets are useful to motivate the

personnel in this unit because they let people know what is expected of them."

A total of fifteen questions were used in the final instrument. For each question

the following five responses were provided: almost never, seldom, sometimes,

often, almost always. Each answer was coded from one to five (one = almost

never, five = almost always) and all answers were summed to determine the

overall score for budget usefulness. The instrument was examined carefully and

modified several times during the pretest process which will be described later in

this chapter.

5.3.6 Effectivenes
V

The theoretical model specifies that a proper fit between the information

processing requirements faced by and organization and the information

processing capacity of the organization is a necessary condition for high levels of

organizational effectiveness to be achieved. Organizations that fail to provide

sufficient capacity will not achieve high levels of effectiveness due to insufficient
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information necessary for proper decision-making. Similarly those organizations

which choose information processing structures possessing capacities in excess of

their requirements will also experience lower levels of effectiveness due to the

unnecessarily high cost of these structures.
u

The measurement of organizational effectiveness occupies an enigmatic position

in the organizational literature.‘° Perhaps this offers partial explanation for the

_ general failure in previously reported contingency theory·based accounting

research to measure this construct. Otley (1980) proposes that as an interim

solution, that intewening variables such as performance should be considered.

A self·reported measure of performance developed by V. Govindarajan (1984)

was used in the study. This instrument measures performance in a

multidimensional fashion as has been proposed in the organizational literature

(Sheer, 1977) and is appropriate for the anticipated respondent group.

The instrument consists of two sections. The first section requests that the

respondent indicate the degree of importance attached by their superiors to each

of twelve items in evaluating the performance of the unit. Individual items

include such things as cash flow, return on investment, and personnel training

and development, for example. The second section asks the individual to assess

their unit’s actual performance relative to the expected level for each of the same

twelve items. An overall measure of performance is obtained by multiplying the

W See Steers 1975 for a review of this literature. .
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individual responses from the first section by their counterpart in the second

section and summing the results.

The abandonment of effectiveness and selection of the intervening variable

performance will need to be made clear in subsequent discussion and analysis.

Therefore, future descriptions of this variable will use the label performance

rather than the potentially misleading effectiveness.

5.3.7 Size

Up to this point each of the variables discussed is an opcrationalization of a ‘

specific construct from the theoretical model. However the final variable which

will be measured is not present in the theoretical model.

Neither Galbraith nor Tushman and Nadler include size in their discussion and

analysis. This can best be explained by recalling that the models developed by

these researchers were purely theoretical -- that is neither model was subject to

direct empirical examination. However, when attention is turned away from

these purely theoretical discussions and directed towards the empirical literature,

size is frequently included as an important variable. Kimberly (1976) reports that

a total of 80 empirical studies have been published which examine size-structure

relationships. Kimberly further notes that over 80% of the studies he reviewed

use number of employees as the measure for size. All of the contingency-based
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accounting studies reported to date have used the number of employees as their

measure for size. These studies include Bruns and Waterhouse (1975),

Rosenzweig (1981), Merchant (1981, 1984), and Rockness and Shields (1984).

A logarithmic transformation of this measure will be performed prior to including

it in the subsequent analysis to reduce the non-linearities frequently obsewed

with this measure.“

In addition to specifying the measurement method to be used for size, the

theoretical and empirical role should be indicated for this variable. Because

neither Galbraith nor Tushman and Nadler explicitly include size in their

theoretical models it will be included as a control variable and not as an

additional causal variable requiring additional modification to the theoretical

model.
l

5.4 Research Hypotheses

The theoretical model developed in chapter four will now be restated as an

empirical model, based on the operationalizations provided in this chapter.

Similarly the research propositions included in chapter four may be restated as

research hypotheses at this point.

*1 Kimberly (1976) reports in a review of the use of size in organizational studies that the logarithmic
transform is used in the majority of studies since 1970 which have attempted to correlate size with other
structural variables.
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Figure I3. Empirical Model
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The empirical model is shown in Figure 13 on page 117. Note the following

changes from the theoretical model. First, the original concepts of task and

environmental uncertainty and effectiveness have been replaced with their

operationalized variables, perceived task uncertainty (PTU), perceived

environmental uncertainty (PEU), and performance (PERF). Second, the control

variable size (LNSIZE) has been included as an exogenous variable. Third, the

figure is drawn as a path diagram. The curved lines between the three exogenous

variables represent spurious (i.e. not theoretically significant) relationships

between size, perceived task uncertainty, and perceived environmental

uncertainty. The straight lines represent the hypothesized relationships between

the variables.

· The following research hypotheses may now be stated:

Hypothesis 1: There is a positive direct effect between both perceived
task and environmental uncertainty and decentralization.

Hypothesis 2: There is a negative direct effect between both perceived
task and environmental uncertainty and budget system
usefulness.

Hypothesis 3: There is a positive indirect effect between both perceived
task and environmental uncertainty (through
decentralization) and budget system usefulness.

As noted in a previous section of this chapter two different statistical methods

will be used to examine Proposition 4. Correspondingly Proposition 4 has been

divided into two hypotheses: 4a and 4b.

Hypothesis 4a: There are positive indirect effects between both perceived
task and environmental uncertainty (through
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decentralization and budget system usefulness) and
performance.

Hypothesis 4b: The direct and indirect effects of both perceived task and
environmental uncertainty will be larger in absolute value
for high performance firms compared to low performance
tirms.

Each of these hypotheses will be examined in the next chapter.

5.5 Questionnaire Development and Pretest

A multiphase process was used to develop and pretest the questionnaire used in

this study. The following section will describe each step in this process as well

as the results of the final pretest.

The first step was the development of the first draft of the questionnaire. The

first draft was extremely "rough" and included a section for each variable to be

measured. This draft was circulated among several members of the faculty of

The R. B. Pamplin College of Business. Several modifications were made based

upon the comments obtained during this first, preliminary phase. These changes

included the type size, the addition of several demographic variables, the

rewording of the general instructions, and the general layout of the budget

usefulness questions.
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During the second phase the first complete prototype of the questionnaire was

completed. This prototype included not only a section for each of the variables

but also instructions, a cover page, and questions about a number of

demographic characteristics which were to be gathered from each respondent.

The prototype questionnaire was field tested by mailing the questionnaire to five

different people. Each person possessed all the characteristics of the eventual

respondent population.‘* Each field test subject was asked to read the instructions

and complete the questionnaire. They were further instructed to note the amount

of time required to complete all the questions and to make detailed notes about

sections, questions, response formats, and any other items which were not

meaningful or not clear. After the respondents had completed the questionnaire

they were "debriefed" by the researcher. This debriefing included a section by

section, question by question discussion of the instrument. When any problems

were encountered potential solutions were discussed. Incremental modifications

were made between each of the five field-test respondents. For example, early

subjects had a difficult time answering the task uncertainty questions. From

discussions with these subjects, it was observed that they were needed to be

directed to first identify in their own minds what the task of their unit was. A

question was added to that section which required the respondent to first record

their unit’s task before answering the subsequent questions. In addition the

wording of several of the budget usefulness questions was changed to eliminate

¤= These ehseaeterasues wan be discussed in the next section.
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jargon and organization-specific language. Revised versions of the questionnaire

were reviewed with two of the field-test respondents.

The third and final phase of the field test was performed to evaluate both the

instrument as well as the distribution system planned for the questionnaire. A

single organization was selected for this phase of the field test. The organization

was a manufacturing organization which produced and sold specialty printing

ink. The organization was divided up into a number of different territories with

a single manager responsible for the operations in that territory. Territories

ranged in size from four to fifty employees. The fact that some territories did not

meet the minimum size criterion was not a significant problem as this phase of

the pretest was primarily to examine the distribution method and to estimate the

response rate. A total of twenty-four surveys were distributed within the pilot

tcst organization. Nineteen of these questionnaires were received back by the

researcher. _

In addition to the qualitative evaluation of the instrument during pretest, a

quantitative analysis was also performed. Statistical analysis including univariate

statistics were computed for each variable. Additionally inter-variable correlation

coefficients were computed and examined.

This final phase of the pretest resulted in two significant changes to the

questionnaire. The first charge was the substitution of the Miles and Snow

(1978) environmental uncertainty measure for the researcher-developed measure
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included in the questionnaire. This substitution was made due to validity issues

arising out of the researcher-developed questions, the failure of the

researcher-developed measure to be positively correlated with the decentralization

measure in the pretest data, and the discovery of an acceptable, previously

developed environmental uncertainty measure subsequent to the analysis of the

pretest data.

The second major change to the questionnaire was a change in the response

format for the budget usefulness questions. The prototype questionnaire had

used strongly disagree, disagree, no opinion, agree, and strongly agree, as the

verbal anchors for the five response blocks. Discussion with several respondents

revealed that these anchors were eliciting their opinions about budgets in

general, rather than about how useful they found budgets to be in their

organization. Furthermore the "no opinion" choice was not seen as a mid-point

between strongly disagree and strongly agree but rather as an option similar to

"Not applicable." The verbal anchors used in the tinal version seemed both to

the researcher and to several discussants to be more appropriate for the intent of

the questions. j

The final version of the questionnaire is included as Appendix A. This appendix

also includes copies of the cover letters which were mailed with the questionnaire.
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5.6 Sample

Identification and solicitation of an adequate sample was critical to the success

of the study. The rationale for the specific respondent attributes sought, the

methods used to identify potential respondents, and the methods used to

distribute the questionnaires to the potential respondents are contained in this

section.

5.6.1 A Rationale for Rcspondent Characteristics

The following characteristics were selected as necessary for qualification to

participate in the study. Each respondent should be held responsible for the

profits of his or her unit, have at least forty employees in the unit, and have a unit

with at least three layers or levels of employees.

Profit center managers were targeted because they were obtainable in sufficient

numbers to allow for the subsequent statistical analysis planned and could

reasonably be expected to use budgets. Profit center manager is used here to refer

to both managers of units which are evaluated on profit and return on

investment. Cost center and revenue center managers were not used as these

managers are expected to have essentially different type of budgets than those

used in profit centers.
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The minimum unit size of forty employees was set to eliminate small profit

centers such as regional sales oftices within which decentralization is unlikely.

Similarly the units were required to have at least three levels of employees to

which decision·making authority could be delegated. A respondent which

possessed all three of these characteristics could reasonably be expected to have

knowledge about all the questions contained in the survey.

5.6.2 Identification of Potential Respondents

Identification of potential respondents represented a signiticant obstacle in the

data collection process. No naturally occurring group was identified which could

be reasonably expected to possess the desired characteristics. The following

methods were used to overcome this obstacle.

Potential contacts were identified by reviewing the membership lists of both The

R. B. Pamplin College of Business Advisory Council and the Advisory Council

of the Department of Accounting. This group includes a number of highly placed

corporate executives. Membership lists were obtained from both the Dean of the

College and the Head of the Department. From these lists both potential

"sponsors" and respondents were identified.
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A final group of potential respondents was identitied from reviewing the mailing

list for The R. B. Pamplin College of Business The Business Letter" mailing list.

Essentially individuals with job titles which were likely to possess the respondent

characteristics were selected. Because the surveys were distributed differently to

each of these three groups, a separate discussion of each group will be included

in the next section.
3

5.6.3 Survey Distribution Methods

Advisory Council members which were identitied as potential "survey sponsors"

were primarily high-level corporate executives. For example, the CEO of a major

regional bank was included in this group. A "bundle" was mailed to each of

these sponsors. Each bundle contained the following items. First, a cover letter

signed by either the Dean or the Department Head, depending on which

Advisory Council the sponsor belonged to. This cover letter explained the overall

purpose of the study, what was needed from the sponsor, and a request that the

sponsor participate. Second, a set of detailed instructions explaining the desired

characteristics of the respondent and the process to be followed in selecting

respondents and distributing the questionnaires. Third, a draft of a corporate

sponsorship letter to be typed on corporate letterhead and included with the

questionnaires which were distributed. Fourth, a survey sponsor form reply
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which was to be mailed back to the researcher indicating how many and when the

surveys were distributed to potential respondents. Lastly, a number of survey

packets, ready for distribution to the respondent. Appropriate quantities of

packets were chosen for each respondent depending on organization size and

expected level of sponsor commitment.

In addition to the sponsors selected from the two Advisory Councils a number

of potential respondents from these councils were also identified. Potential

sponsors were mailed questionnaire packets directly and include a cover letter

from either the Dean or the Department Head as appropriate requesting their

participation in the study.

The final group of individuals which were selected from The Business Letter

mailing list received a survey packet containing a cover letter signed by the

researcher. The specific number of surveys mailed and the number which were

retumed will be discussed in the next chapter.

5.6.4 Reliability and Validity Assessment

A critical concern in any empirical social science research project is the reliability

and validity of the measurement methods used. lf evidence supporting both the

reliability and validity of the measurement methods chosen cannot be found then

the quality and trustworthiness of the research iindings becomes suspect.
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A reliable measurement method is one which provides consistent measurements

for the same phenomena. For example, if a ruler was used to measure the length

of a stick reported different lengths in each of several trials then the reliability of

the ruler (or the person using the ruler!) would have to be questioned. Kerlinger

states:

So it is with psychological and educational measurements: they are
more or less variable for occasion to occasion. They are stable and
relatively predictable or they are unstable and relatively
unpredictable; they are consistent or not consistent. If they are
reliable, we can depend on them. If they are unreliable, we cannot
depend on them. (1973, p. 443)

Thus, it should be noted that reliability is not essentially an absolute concept, but

rather a relative one · more reliable measurements methods are preferred over less

reliable measurement methods.

For social science data, particularly data collected using sun/eys or questionnaires

where multiple questions are asked about the same construct, a standard

statistical measure of reliability is Cronbach’s alpha (Carmines and Zeller, 1979).

.This statistic will be computed for each variable measured.

Reliability is a necessary, but not sufficient, component of the quality of a

measurement method. The other component is validity. A simple working

definition for validity is found in Wright (1978). He states: "a measurement

instrument is valid if it in fact measures the concept under investigation" (Wright,

1978, p. 48). A number of different descriptions and definitions of validity may

be found in the literature, but of particular interest in the present study is
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evidence of the construct validity (Carmines and Zeller, 1979) of the measures

used. Carmines and Zeller define construct validity as " the extent to which a

particular measure relates to other measures consistent with theoretically derived

hypotheses concerning the concepts (or constructs) that are being

measured"(1979, p. 23).

The construct validity of the environmental uncertainty, task uncertainty, and

decentralization measures used will be evaluated through examining the

correlation coefficients between these variables. Based on the results of numerous

previous studies both environmental and task uncertainty are expected to be

positively associated with decentralization.

The assessment of the validity of the budget system usefulness measure is

simultaneous more difficult and more important. In order to provide some

evidence related to the construct validity of the budget system usefulness a second

budget measure, budget use, will also be collected.

Because the measure developed for budget system usefulness was both new and

yet critical to the study a measure of budget system use was also developed. As

noted above, the primary purpose of this measure is to assist in establishing the

validity of the budget system usefulness measure.

A measure of budget use was designed by taking several questions items from

Merchant (1978) and by constructing several additional questions. A total of
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eight questions are used in the final instrument. An overall budget use measure

was computed by equally weighting each question’s response. Positive correlation

between the budget system usefulness measure and the index of budget use will

provide evidence of the validity of the budget usefulness measure.

5.7 Statistical Data Analysis Methods

A variety of statistical data analysis methods will be used to analyze the data

collected in the study. The methods selected and the rationale for their selection

will be included in this section.

The first analysis to be performed on the data will be univariate analysis for each

variable. In addition to basic descriptive statistics such as mean, median, range,

and variance, Chronbach’s alpha will be computed as a reliability estimate for

each variable.
;

These statistics will be computed for several reasons. First, these statistics will

provide insight into the adequacy of the measurement instruments used in the

study. For example, descriptive statistics for the performance measure will be

useful in assessing whether signiiicant self-report bias is present in the data. A

second reason for examining the univariate properties of the data will be to

highlight unusual properties in the data which could influence the subsequent

multivariate analysis; For example, highly skewed data, as evidenced by means
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not close to the midrange of the measure could lead to problems in the subsequent

analysis.

The second phase of data analysis will be to examine the zero·order correlation

coefficients between each of the variables in the study. This analysis will be used

first to assess the validity of the measurement instruments as described in the

previous section. Second, the results of this method will be useful to examine

relationship investigated in prior research which tended to utilize zero·order

correlation analysis.

The univariate and bivariate analyses will be performed using the SAS package

(SAS, 1985). Specifically, the PROC UNIVARIATE and PROC CORR

procedures will be used to compute the statistics included in the first and second

phases of the analysis.

The third phase of the analysis will be to construct and examine the complete

model using path analysis. Dillon and Goldstein describe path analysis as "a

method of studying patterns of causation among a set of variab1es" (1984, p.

431). More specifically, path analysis provides a method to decompose zero·order

measures of association into direct and indirect causal effects (Wolfle and

Ethington, 1985). This analysis will be aided through the use of a package called

GEMINI (Wolfle and Ethington, 1985). Path analysis was selected for a simple

reason -- the theoretical model derived from the work of Galbraith (1973) and

Tushman and Nadler (1978) contains both direct and indirect causal connections.
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More specifically the path analysis will be performed in two stages. First the

basic theoretical model will be examined. To review, this model includes

environmental and task uncertainty as sources of uncertainty which influence

directly the level of decentralization chosen by the firm and both directly and

indirectly (acting through decentralization) the usefulness of the firm’s budget

system.

In the second stage of the analysis an additional variable -- performance -- is

added to the model to examine the fit-effectiveness hypothesis. Two different

strategies will be used to examine this model. The first strategy will be to simply

include performance as a third endogenous variable within the basic theoretical

model. The second strategy will be to use performance as a grouping variable.

The data will be divided into low performance and high performance groups.

Separate path models will be computed for these groups and differences in the

resultant path coefficients will be examined. While both strategies address the

same issue and will produce similar results, they should provide different insights

into this complex set of relationships.

5.8 Summary of Research Methods

The methods which will be used to investigate the theoretical model presented in

Chapter 4 have been included in this chapter. The survey research method has

‘
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been selected to test the model. A survey instrument was constructed and
‘

pilot-tested using previously-developed measures for task and environmental

uncertainty, decentralization and performance. A new instrument to measure

budget usefulness has been developed for the research project. Data collection

methods and the respondent group were discussed followed by a presentation of

the methods which will be used to examine the reliability and validity of the

measurement methods. The chapter concluded with an outline of the data

analysis method which will be used including univariate analysis, zero-order

correlation analysis, and path analysis. The research results will be presented and

discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

Research Results

6.1 Introduction

A theoretical model of budget system usefulness based upon a contingency

perspective and the research methods which were used to test this model were

presented in the previous chapters. The results of an empirical test of this model

are contained in this chapter.

I
This chapter is organized into two major sections. The first section includes the

preliminary analysis of the results. The preliminary analysis section includes

subsections presenting the response rates from the survey, the demographic

characteristics of the survey respondents, and both univariate and bivariate

descriptive statistics for the data collected.
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The second section of this chapter includes the primary analysis of the data. This

analysis is based upon path analytic models and is subdivided into two

subsections. The first subsection presents the analysis of the basic model,

whereas the second subsection presents the analysis of an extension of the basic

model. The chapter concludes with a section which includes a summary of the

preliminary and the primary analysis.

6.2 A Preliminary Analysis of the Results

Before the primary analysis of the results can be discussed, a number of

preliminary matters need to be addressed. This section presents these preliminary

matters.

6.2.1 Response Rates

As described in the previous chapter a mail survey was used to gather the data

which was used to examine the model of budget system usefulness. Table 3 on

page 135 contains the response rates obtained from the mail survey.

The first section of the table contains the total number of surveys distributed,

broken down by the method of distribution. A total of 182 (42.9%) of the 424
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Table 3. Response Rates for Mail Survey

Surveys Distributed: # %
To respondents through corporate sponsors 182 42.9
Directly to respondents:

College of Business sponsorship (COB) 45 10.6
Direct mail for the Business Letzer list (BL) Q7 46.5

Total Surveys Distributed Q 100.0

Response Rates:

Corporate Sponsors:
Total mailed 182
Surveys retumed, not willing to participate 24
Surveys not distributed or returned QAdjusted Total SurveysDistributedResponses

100
Non-responsesTotal

lg
Response rate, based on adjusted total 75.2%

Direct Mailings: COB BL Total
Total mailed 45 197 242
Survey retumed, not dcliverable _l g Q

Adjusted Total Surveys Distributed Q ß gg
Responses 29 52 81
Non-responses Q @ Q1T¤t¤1 E ä
Response rate, based on adjusted total 65.9% 26.8% 34.0%

Combined Data:
Surveys mailed 424Surveys retumed, various reasons jl

Adjusted Total Surveys Distributed E
Responses 181Non-responses QQTotal QQ
Response rate, based on adjusted total 48.8%
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surveys were distributed through corporate sponsors. The remaining surveys

were distributed directly to the respondents. Forty-five surveys (10.6%) were

distributed directly to respondents and included a cover letter from either the

Dean or the Department Head - Department of Accounting of The R. B. ‘

Pamplin College of Business. The remaining 197 surveys (46.5%) were

distributed without any corporate or college sponsorship to names drawn from

The Business Letter mailing list.

Before response rates were computed several adjustments have been made to the

total surveys distributed. These included surveys for sponsors who did not choose

to participate, some of whom returned the uncompleted surveys to the researcher,

some who did not. Adjustments were also made to the direct mail group for

surveys returned as undeliverable by the U.S. Post Office.

After adjustment, a 75.2% response rate was obtained from the corporate

sponsor group whereas only a 34.0% response rate was obtained from the direct

mail group. An overall response rate for the combined groups of 48.8% was

obtained.

Because somewhat different methods were used to contact each of these groups

a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was performed using the

corporate sponsor and the direct mailings as the independent variable. No _

signiticant difference were observed at the oz = .05 level between these groups.
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This result was interpreted to support the use of the combined data in all

subsequent analyses.

In addition to collecting these response rate statistics, a test for non-response bias

was performed. The test for non-response bias involved partitioning the data into

two groups based on the date received. This test compared the early respondents

with the late respondents. A multivariate analysis·of-variance test (MANOVA)

was used. No signilicant differences were observed between the early and the late

respondents.

6.2.2 Demographie Charaeteristies of Respondents

In addition to the survey questions related to each variable, several questions

were included to collect demographic data about the respondents. Table 4 on

page 138 contains these data."

As can be seen from the table the respondents were almost completely males, with

an average age of 46.5 years. The majority of the respondents (over 91%) had

at least a 4-year college degree with almost one-third having completed some form

of graduate degree program. While the respondents came from a variety of

l‘
As indicated in the previous section, a total of 181 responses were obtained. However, for a variety of
reasons, not all responses proved to be usable. Table 4 on page 138 presents data only for the usable
responses. See Appendix B for detail about coding and further discussion about which responses have
been selected for analysis.
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Table 4. Demographie Characteristics of Respondents and Business Units

Characteristies of Respondents:

Average age 46.5
Sex:

Males 101
FemalesE

Highest level of education completed: # %
High school diploma 1 1.0
2-year associates degree 8 7.8
4~year college degree 61 59.2
Graduate degree Q 32.0

@ 100.0
Professional background: # %

Production/Operations 32 3 1 . 1
Marketing/Sales 22 21.4
Finance/Accounting 34 33.0
Engineering/Research & Development 5 4.9
Other Q 9.6

@ 100.0

Average time in current position (in years) 5.6

Characteristics of Business Units:

Average age of units (in years) 27.9
Industry type: # %

Service 43 41.7
Manufacturing 45 43.7
Other Q 14.6

100.0
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different professional backgrounds, they tended to be concentrated in the areas

of production/operations, marketing/sales and finance/accounting. The average

respondent had held his/her current position for 5.6 years.

In addition to the respondent’s characteristics, two questions were focused on the

characteristics of the business unit itself. The business units included the

respondent sample had existed for an average of 27.9 years. These units were

distributed between service (41.7%), manufacturing (43.7%), and other (14.6%)

industries.

To summarize, the demographic characteristics of the respondents support the

assertion that the data was collected from older, male, well educated, and

experienced group of business unit managers. Furthermore these managers

manage business units which have existed a reasonably long time and are spread

out between various industry categories. Such a group of managers and business
l

units should provide an adequate source for the data analyzed in this chapter.

6.2.3 Descriptive Statistics

Before the variables were input into the primary analysis ·- the path models ·- a

number of descriptive statistics were computed. These statistics will be presented

in two sections. The univariate descriptive statistics will be presented and

discussed first followed by the bivariate statistics.
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6.2.3.1 Univariate Descrürtive Statistics

A number of univariate descriptive statistics which were calculated for each

variable are included in Table 5 on page 141. The theoretical and actual range,

mean, and standard deviation are displayed. The theoretical range is the

minimum and maximum possible score which theoretically could be observed

whereas the actual range is the minimum and maximum taken from the data

collected. Rather than review each variable separately each column will be

examined.

In addition to the full name of each variable, _a code name has been assigned

which will be used in future tables and tlgures. The theoretical range for each

variable was calculated by computing the minimum and maximum possible score

based on the instrument used. For example, the task uncertainty measure was

based on the responses to ten separate questions. Each answer ranged from one

to tive. Thus the minimum score was ten and the maximum was üfty. The only

exception to this is the size measure which had a lower limit of forty, but no

upper limit.

The actual range observed in the data is presented in the fourth column. As can

be seen in the table, the actual observations for each variable extended over a

reasonably large range for each variable. This evidence indicates that the
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Table 5. Descriptive Statistics

Theoretical Actual Standard
Variable Code Name Range Range Mean Deviation
Perceived PTU 10-50 18-45 30.4 5.20
Task
Uncertainty

Peroeived PEU 0-95 15-62 42.7 9.61
Environmental
Uncertainty

Size SIZE > 40 45- 12,000 907. 1 1,729.45

Decentralization DECEN 0-50 4-37 18.0 5.73
Budget Usefulness BUS 15-75 27-75 56.9 9.56
Performance PERF 12-300 76-254 155.5 37.96
Number of observations = 103
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instrument used produced a reasonable range of responses from the respondent

group.

The mean and standard deviation for each variable are included in the tifth and

sixth columns, respectively. The mean for each variable are all reasonable near

the middle of the theoretical range which indicates that the responses are spread

across the range and not generally bunch at one end or the other. The standard

deviations also support this conclusion.

Several additional comments should be made with regard to the size measure.

The size measure used was number of employees. As mentioned in the

measurement section of the research methods chapter, previous studies have

typically used a logarithmic transformation to reduce non-linearities in

correlation between size and the other measures. A natural log transformation

was used in this research. The mean and standard deviation of the transformed

data are 5.79 and 1.30, respectively. The code name for the transformed size

measure is LNSIZE.

On the whole, the univariate descriptive statistics for each variable provide

support to the conclusion that the data collected will provide adequate input into

the multivariate path model which used in the primary analysis.

6.2.3.2 Bivariatc Statistics
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Table 6. Pearson Correlation Coelllcients (N = 103)

PTU PEU LNSIZE DECEN BUS
PEU 0.07380

(0.4588)

LNSIZE 0.1 1565 0.22833*
(0.2447) (0.0204)

DECEN 0.04020 -0.03797 0.21774*
(0.6868) (0.7034) (0.0271)

BUS 0.08609 0.15033 0.37445* 0.05289
(0.3872) (0.1296) (0.0001) (0.5957)

PERF 0.12624 0.06345 0.26403* -0.07202 0.26782*
(0.2039) (0.5243) (0.0070) (0.4697) (0.0062)

* Siguiücautly different from zero at the a = .05 level.
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In addition to the univariate statistics presented in the previous section, the

bivariate Pearson correlation coefficient was computed for all variables in the

study. Table 6 on page 143 presents the ha1f·matrix of these correlation
’

coefficients along with the p-value for the null hypothesis that each coefficient is

equal to zero.

Fiveof the fifteen correlation coefficients proved to be statistically signiticantly

different from zero. Of these five coefticients four involved the size measure. In

fact size was positively correlated with all of the study variables except for task

uncertainty. The other significant positive correlation observed was between

budget system usefulness and performance.

Three of the remaining coefficients were moderately large (r > .10), but not

statistically significant at the cz = .05 level. Positive correlation coefficients were

observed between perceived task uncertainty and size, perceived task uncertainty

and performance, and perceived environmental uncertainty and budget system

usefulness. It should be noted that the small sample size (N = 103) provides a

partial explanation of the lack of statistical signilicance between some of the

variables. Specitically, a correlation coefficient must be greater than .197 in order

to be statistically significant at the cx = .05 level. If, however, the sample size had

been increased to say 200, a coefficient of only .139 would be significant at the

same alpha level (Neave, 1978).
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The correlation matrix provides a number of insights into and raises several

questions about the data. Because most of these insights and questions will be

addressed more fully in later sections of this chapter further discussion of these

results will be postponed. _

6.2.4 Reliability and Validity Assessment

This final section of the preliminary analysis describes several statistical tests

performed to assess the reliability and validity of the data collected. Reliability

will be presented tirst followed by validity.

6.2.4.1 Reliability Assessment

As discussed in the research methods chapter, reliability refers in this context to

the consistency of a measurement. The reliability of the measures used was

assessed by computing Cronbach’s alpha for each variable. The results of this

procedure are presented in Table 7 on page 146.

As can be observed in the table the alphas computed ranged from .66 (PEU) to

.91 (BUS). While J.C. Nunnally proposed that for exploratoxy research an alpha

greater than .5 was satisfactory, alphas above .8 were preferred. Given this

criterion, then re_liabi1ity of the budget usefulness measure is quite good with the
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Table 7. Coellicient Alpha

Coeflicient
Variable Alpha
PTU .79
PEU .66
DECEN .76
BUS .91
PERF .77
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other measures proving to be acceptable, but not outstanding. The one exception

to this is the perceived environmental uncertainty measure which has a

sufüciently low alpha to raise concern for its reliability.

6.2.4.2 Validity Assessment

While reliability refers to the consistency of a measurement method, validity

refers to the appropriateness of a measurement method. Validity assessment

attempts to answer the question "Does a particular measurement method

measure what it claims to measure?" In the context of this study, the construct

validity of the perceived task uncertainty, perceived environmental uncertainty,

size, and decentralization measures will be assessed by comparing the correlation

between these variables to results obtained in previous studies.

i
Based on the results of previous research, perceived task uncertainty, perceived

environmental uncertainty, and size have all generally been associated positively

with decentralization? In the present study while positive correlation is observed

between size and decentralization (r = .22) and perceived task uncertainty (r =

.04), a weak negative association was observed between perceived environmental

uncertainty and decentralization (r = -.04). While the correlation between size

and decentralization is statistically signiticant at the ot = .05 level, both the

“
ÜÄIÄÜÜÄE(1981)observed similar results. The association between environmental uncertainty and decentralization

V in Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) and supported in an accounting context by Chenhall and Morris
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coefticients between the uncertainty measures are not significantly different from

zero at the same confidence level.

As discussed in the measurement section of the research methods chapter the

measurement of environmental uncertainty has consistently proven to be a

difficult and troublesome task. The primary problem is that different

measurement methods, while purporting the measure the same construct often

result in conflicting results. The present study appears to be yet another example

of this problem. Specifically while other measures of environmental uncertainty

have usually been observed to be positively associated with decentralization, the

present method is weakly associated in a negative direction.

A closer examination of the data, combined with the discussion of the instrument

used to measure environmental uncertainty provides additional insight into this

unexpected result. Miles and Snow (1978) examined differences in environmental

uncertainty between top executives in the food processing and electronics

industries. Their results (Miles & Snow, 1978, pp. 199-204) supported their

expectation that differences would exist between industries. However, a much

larger amount of variation existed within the two industries studied. Miles and

Snow explored this unexpected result further and found that within industry

differences were at least partially explained by differences in the structures of the

various firms studied. Specifically many firms had created subunits to absorb

environmental uncertainty such as sophisticated marketing departments. Once
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an organization had adapted through the creation of buffering, adoptive

subunits, the top executive no longer perceived the same level of uncertainty.

Examining the data collected in the light of this notion yields the following

explanation of the results obtained. A strong positive correlation was observed

between size and decentralization (r = .22, p < .03). Thus the larger business

units were more decentralized. As a part of the decentralization process (def'med

in this study as the shifting of decision-making authority to lower level employees)

adaptive units were created to cope with environmental uncertainty. As a result

of this process, the business unit manager of larger business unit perceived

environmental uncertainty is reduced, which produced the weak relationship

between the measure of environmental uncertainty and decentralization observed.

The measure used for perceived task uncertainty was correlated with

decentralization, however the coefficient was very small and was found to be not

significantly different from zero. No additional insight was found in re-examining

Daft and Macintosh (1981) in which the measure was first reported. However,

the explanation forwarded for the poor results obtained from the perceived

environmental uncertainty measure appear to be appropriate in this context as

well. Specifically, the lack of association between perceived task uncertainty and

decentralization may reflect that managers of business units which experience

high task uncertainty have delegated authority to lower-level managers for many

decisions related to these tasks. This delegation process (decentralization) thus
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reduces the perceived level of task uncertainty because he/she is no longer directly

involved.

Because the measure of budget usefulness was developed for this study and,

therefore, had not been previously validated in prior research additional steps

were taken to assess its validity. Pursuing the logic of construct validity a number

of questions were included in the survey which collected data about the actual

use of budgets in each business unit. These questions were included as questions

ten through seventeen of section six in the survey instrument. Using a method

described in Appendix B the answers to the questions were combined to produce

a budget use index.

A Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was calculated between the

budget usefulness scores and the budget use index. A positive coefficient was

expected and was obtained (r = .5071, p = .0001). This result was interpreted

as strong evidence regarding the validity of the budget usefulness measure.

The validity of the performance measure presented the most difficult challenge

following the work of Govindarajan (1984) who developed the measure the

following evidence is offered. First, from examining the raw data, responses were

given across the range of possible answers. In other words, no self·serving bias

was observed in the response patterns. Second, similar to the results obtained by

Govindarajan, only weak correlation is observed between environmental
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‘
uncertainty and the performance measure (r = .06345, p = .5243).

Govindarajan interprets this result as follows:
A

The effectiveness measure does not correlate with environmental
uncertainty (r = 0.07, not significant). This points out that variations
in the effectiveness measure are largely due to interorganizational
factors (control systems being one of them) rather than due to
industry and other environmental factors. (1984, p. 131)

This statement is further substantiated by the higher, albeit weak, correlation

observed in this study’s data between task uncertainty (an intraorganizational

. factor) and performance (r = .12624, p = .2039).

The last piece of evidence related to the validity of the measure is taken from

Heneman (1974). Govindarajan (1984) summarizes Heneman’s work to indicate

that when subordinates were offered anonymity and understand the purpose of

the data collection, high positive correlation was observed between superior and

self-rated performance measures. Based on all of the evidence cited above there

is no primafacie evidence of a lack of validity in the performance scores observed.

However, because of the nature of the measure it still must be interpreted

cautiously.

6.2.5 Summary of the P1·eliminary Analysis of the Results 1

A number of different steps were taken to complete a preliminary analysis of the

data. The primary purpose of this preliminary analysis was to collect evidence

supporting that the data collected was appropriate for use in the primary analysis
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-- a test of the contingency model. The univariate statistics provided no evidence

that the data could not be used in the primary analysis. The reliability and
”

validity assessments, however, raised several concerns. Specifically, the reliability

of the perceived environmental uncertainty measure was not as high as would be

desired. Furthermore, both the perceived task and perceived environmental

uncertainty measures do not appear to be high in validity. These issues will be

given appropriate consideration as the results are interpreted.

6.3 The Primary Analysis of the Results

The primary analysis of the results have been divided into two parts. In the first

part hypotheses 1, 2, and 3 will be examined using a reduced version of the

empirical model. In the second part hypotheses 4a and 4b will be examined using

both the full and reduced empirical models. Because this analysis is based on a

relatively small sample (N = 103) and is an exploratory study, and oz = .05 level

of significance will be used throughout the primary analysis.

6.3.1 Hypotheses 1, 2, and 3
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The full empirical model has been reduced by removing performance to simplify

and highlight the relationships described in hypotheses 1, 2, and 3. Figure 14

on page 153 includes the direct path coefticients using all 103 observations."

6.3.1.1 Hypothesis 1

As stated in Hypothesis 1 the direct effect between both perceived task and

environmental uncertainty and decentralization was expected to be positive. The

coefficient between perceived task uncertainty and decentralization is positive,

but not signiticant (b = .0197, p = .4206) whereas the coefficient between

perceived environmental uncertainty and decentralization is larger and negative

though not signiücant (b = -.0935, p = .1759). Thus, the results do not

generally support Hypothesis 1.
T

6.3.1.2 Hypothesis 2

As stated in Hypothesis 2 the direct effect between both perceived task and

environmental uncertainty and budget system usefulness was expected to be

negative. The coefficient between perceived task uncertainty and budget system

usefulness however was positive (b = .0407, p = .3327). Similarly, the

coefficient between perceived environmental uncertainty and budget system

usefulness was also positive (b = .0641, p = .2531). While neither of these

*‘
The complete GEMINI output listings for all the models examined are provided in Appendix C.
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coefficients were significant, they both have the opposite sign of the one expected

and provide evidence which does not support Hypothesis 2.

6.3.1.3 ~ Hypothesis 3

Hypothesis 3 included the prediction that the indirect effects between both

perceived task and environmental uncertainty (through decentralization) and

budget system usefulness would be positive. The effects shown in Figure 14 on

page 153 are only the direct effects. The decomposition of the total effect of both

perceived task and environmental uncertainty on budget system usefulness into

their direct and indirect components is contained in Table 8. As can be seen

from the table both direct effects are extremely small and neither are statistically

significant. These results do not support Hypothesis 3.

6.3.2 Hypotheses 4a and 4b '

Proposition 4 was split into Hypotheses 4a and 4b because two different methods

were proposed to examine this proposition. Hypothesis 4a will be examined first

followed by Hypothesis 4b.

·
6.3.2.1 Hypothesis 4a
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Table 8. Decomposition of' the Total Effects of Both PTU and PEU on BUS

PTU- > BUS PEU- > BUS
Direct effect 0.0407 0.0641
Indircct effects -0.0005* 0.0023**
Total effect 0.0402 0.0664

* p = .4371 -'
** p = .4017 _
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Table 9. Decomposition of the Total Effects of Both PTU and PEU on PERF

PTU- > PERF PBU- > PERF
Direct effect 0.0921 -0.0266
Iridirect effects 0.0050* 0.0251**
Total effect 0.0971 -0.0015

* p = .4143
** p = .1625
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As stated in Hypothesis 4a the indirect effects between both perceived task and

environmental uncertainty (through both decentralization and budget system

usefulness) and performance are expected to be positive. The full empirical model
' is displayed in Figure 15 on page 157. This figure includes the direct effects.

The decomposition of the total effect of the two uncertainty measures into their

direct and indirect components is presented in Table 9 on page 158.

Both indirect effects are in the hypothesized direction. While the indirect effect

of perceived task uncertainty is very small the indirect effect for perceived

environmental uncertainty is much larger. Therefore the results support

Hypothesis 4a weakly, with much stronger evidence for the indirect effect of

perceived environmental uncertainty through decentralization and budget system

usefulness on performance than for perceived task uncertainty.

6.3.2.2 Hypothesis 4b

Hypothesis 4b states that the direct and indirect effects between both perceived

task and environmental uncertainty and both decentralization and budget system

usefulness will be larger in absolute value for high performance firms than for low

performance firms. This hypothesis relates to the same general question as

Hypothesis 4a, but examines this question in a different manner.

To examine Hypothesis 4b the data was first split at median performance. Using

the split data two separate path models (reduced version) were examined. The
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Table 10. Decomposition of the Total Elfccts — Split Data

Direct effects Low PERF group High PERF group
PTU- > DECEN 0.0445 (p = .3763) 0.0091 (p = .4685)
PEU- > DECEN -0.1651 (p= .8719) -0.0843 (p= .8378)
PTU- > BUS -0.0134 (p= .4596) 0.1130 (p= .7881)
PEU- > BUS 0.2181 (p = .9427) -0.1057 (p= .2325)
Indirect effects
PTU- > DECEN- > BUS -0.0004 (p= .5253) 0.0004 p= .4751
PEU- > DECEN- > BUS 0.0014 (p = .4748) -0.0030 p = .5894
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results obtained are presented in Figure 16 on page 160 and Figure 17 on page

161 and in Table 10 on page 162.

From the two tigures and the two models, the following observations may be

made. First, the direct effects of both perceived task and environmental

uncertainty on decentralization do not support Hypothesis 4b. While the path

coefficients for both the low and high performance group are in the expected

direction (positive), the low performance group’s coefficient is actually larger (b

(low) = 0.0445, b (high) = 0.0091). Similarly, the coefficient between perceived

environmental uncertainty and decentralization (b (low) = -0.1651) is almost

twice as large as the high performance group (b (high) = -0.0843).

Mixed results are obsexved between the direct effects of the two perceived

uncertainty measures and budget usefulness. The direct path coefficient between

perceived task uncertainty and budget system usefulness for the high

performance group (b (high) = 0.1130) is larger, than the same coefficient for the

low performance group (b (low) = -0.0134), but this coefficient is actually in the

opposite direction from the expected result. The reverse is true for the coefficients

between perceived environmental uncertainty and budget system usefulness. In

this case the low performance group’s coefficient is larger (b (low) = 0.2181) than

the high performance group (b (high) = -0.1057) but is in the opposite direction.

”
Lastly, consider the indirect effects. Just as in the models using the full data set,

the indirect coefficients from the split data are all small. The indirect effect of
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perceived task uncertainty (through decentralization) on budget system usefulness

is the same in size for both the low and high performance groups (b = 0.0004 for

both groups). The difference is that a negative indirect effect was observed in the

low performance data whereas a positive indirect effect was observed in the high

performance data. Alternatively, the indirect effect involving perceived

environmental uncertainty showed some slight difference. The low performance

group’s coefficient was in the expected direction (b (low) = 0.0014) but is smaller

than the high performance group’s coefticient (b (high) = -0.0030).

To summarize the data does not provide strong support for Hypothesis 4b. In

several cases different coefficients were observed between the two groups, but

these differences were not in the expected direction. .

6.3.3 Discussion and Interpretation of the Research Results

The results presented in the primary analysis of the data do not support the

theoretical model. The objective of this section is to present a discussion and

interpretation of the results which were obtained. Following the pattern of the

previous section, this discussion will be organized around the research hypotheses.
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6.3.3.1 Discussion and Interpretation ofHypothesis I

While Hypothesis 1 predicted a significant positive effect between each of the

perceived uncertainty-variables and decentralization, both effects observed were

not significant, with the larger of the two which involved perceived environmental

uncertainty being negative. A number of plausible explanations are possible for

these results. These explanations may be divided along theoretical and

methodological lines. The theoretical explanations will be addressed first.

First, and perhaps most simply, the theory may be incorrect. It is possible that

the level of decentralization chosen by a firm is not affected significantly by the

level of uncertainty present in the firm’s environment or inherent in the task

performed by the firm. However, as was reviewed in the model development

chapter, a number of empirical observations have supported these relationships."

Therefore, this explanation cannot be quickly accepted.

Second, turning to methodological explanations, certainly the sample size limited

the possibility of finding statistically significant relationships. While over 100

observations were collected, this sample size is only sufficient to detect reasonably

strong relationships.

Third, and most likely, it is possible that the operationalization and measurement

methods selected limited the potential to observe the predicted relationships.

V' See section 6.2.4.2 for this discussion.
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Speciücally, with hindsight it appears that the choice of using perceptual

measures for both task and environmental uncertainty restricted the opportunity

to perform an optimal test for the model. Because this explanation appears to

be the most satisfying it will be explored further. _

The rationale for using perceptual measures for both task and environmental

uncertainty was that previously developed instruments were available and these

instruments could reasonably be completed by the business unit manager. This

choice avoided the problem of requiring multiple respondents per business unit,

which would have drastically reduced the obtainable sample.

The result of this choice appears to be as follows. The theory stated that business

units would, in the face of increasing levels of environmental and task

uncertainty, shift decisiongmaking authority to lower-level members of their unit.

While this choice would increase decentralization it would also decrease the

perceived uncertainty for the business unit manager or possibly the manager’s

perception of control over his/her environment. Once the unit had decentralized,

the manager’s perceived uncertainty would be reduced. Of the possible

explanations which have been presented, this one seems to be the most likely.

6.3.3.2 Discussion and Interpretation ofHypothesis 2

Similar to I-Iypothesis 1, the results of Hypothesis 2 did not confirm the theory.

While a negative direct effect between the two sources of uncertainty was
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expected, weak positive effects were observed. Just as in the case of Hypothesis

l, it is possible that the expected relationship is not correct, however it is also

possible that the use of perceptual uncertainty measures affected the results.

The explanation is similar to that provided for Hypothesis l. It is plausible that

units facing higher levels of uncertainty in their environments and tasks would

develop and use target and goal setting systems such as budgets. As a result of

this process, however the business unit manager may actually perceive less

uncertainty. For example, suppose a software development unit initially _

developed applications for the IBM-PC and compatible market. However, as a

result of the growth in the popularity of the Apple Macintosh a decision is made

to also develop products for this market as well. The result of this decision is an

increase in task and environmental uncertainty for the unit due to multiple

development platforms and multiple distribution channels and markets.

However, the unit may structurally adopt by breaking itself into two development

groups, one for each market. Each of the two development groups could be given

development budgets and be expected to achieve target levels of market share and

profit. Notice what has occurred as a result of these changes. The business unit

manager who was once in charge of the single development group is now

responsible for the two groups, which he/she now manages by using budgetary

goals and constraints. Indeed, in this scenario it is possible that perceived

increases in task and environmental uncertainty could lead to higher levels of

budget usefulness rather than lower levels as initially predicted. While the actual
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results do not conlirm this explanation, because they are not statistically

signiticant, they do support it.

6.3.3.3 Discussion and Interpretation ofHypothesis 3

Given the weakness of the results from Hypotheses 1 and 2 it was not surprising

that little evidence was found to support Hypothesis 3. Positive indirect effects

were expected from both sources of uncertainty operating through

decentralization to budget system usefulness. The actual indirect effects observed

were both very small (< 0.01) and not statistically significant. An extremely

weak negative indirect effect was observed for perceived task uncertainty

(-0.0005) and a slightly larger, but still small, positive effect for perceived

environmental uncertainty (0.0024).

Due to both the insigniücance of the indirect effects observed and to the

measurement problems discussed above, it does not seem fruitful to attempt any

further explanation. What can be said is that no indirect effects were observed,

but that weaknesses in the measurement method is at least as plausible an

explanation as the theory itself proving to be incorrect.

6.3.3.4 Discussion and Interpretation ofHypothesis 4a

Hypothesis 4a is based upon the full path model which included, in addition to

the variables previously discussed, a measure for performance. The expectation
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was that the indirect effects between both perceived task and environmental

uncertainty would be positive. This result would indicate that those firms which

had properly matched their levels of decentralization and usefulness of budgets

to their tasks and environments were performing at a higher level than those who

did not.

While both indirect coefticients were observed to be positive, neither were

significant. The larger of the two indirect coefticients was between environmental

uncertainty and performance. This coefticient is also interesting because it is

almost identical too, but in an opposite direction from, the direct coefficient. The

direct coefficient between perceived environmental uncertainty performance was

-0.0266, whereas the indirect effects coefficient was 0.0251. This result Iends

further support to the interpretations provided for the ürst three hypotheses. lt

appears that business unit managers who perceived higher levels of uncertainty

do so because they have not adopted correct levels of decentralization and budget

usefulness. This results in lower performance for their unit (the direct effect).

Those units which have successfully adapted to their environments and tasks

apparently were able to achieve higher levels of performance (the indirect effect).
”

Due to the size and lack of signiticance of these coefficients this explanation

should be considered as tentative at best.

The results involving perceived task uncertainty are somewhat different. First the
I

indirect effect is very small (0.0050) and offers no support to the proposed theory.
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The direct effect, however, is much larger (0.0971). Regardless of this fact, this

effect is not consistent with Hypothesis 4a.

6.3.3.5 Discussion and Interpretation ofHypothesis 4b ~

The method used to examine Hypothesis 4b provides a clearer insight into the

questions addressed by Hypothesis 4a. Hypothesis 4b was examined by splitting

the data into two groups at median performance. The coefficients of the two

models did not generally conform to the expectations but they do offer some

insight into the relationships examined.

First, consider the direct relationships between perceived task and environmental

uncertainty and decentralization. The coefficients between perceived task

uncertainty and decentralization are small and positive for both groups, but the

low performance group’s coefticient is larger (0.0445 compared to 0.0091).

However, the coefficients between perceived environmental uncertainty and

decentralization are larger for the low performance group (-0.1651) than for the

high performance group (-0.0843).

Following the explanation developed earlier for Hypothesis 1, it appears that the

business units in the low performance group have not adequately adjusted to

their present level of environmental uncertainty. Thus members of the low

performance group who perceive high levels of environmental uncertainty are in

less decentralized units.
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Next, the direct effects between perceived task and environmental uncertainty

and budget system usefulness. Once again observable differences exist between

the two groups. First, for the high performance group the direct effect between

perceived task uncertainty is 0.1130 whereas the direct effect between perceived

environmental uncertainty is -0.1057. Apparently for the high performance

group increased levels of task uncertainty are compensated for by increased levels

of budget use. On the other hand increased levels of environmental uncertainty

are associated with decreased levels of budget usefulness. It is interesting that

uncertainty emanating from within the unit is adjusted for by increased budget

usefulness whereas uncertainty from outside the unit results in decreased reliance.

For the low performance group, the opposite relationships were observed. Lower

levels of perceived task uncertainty were weak by related to higher usefulness of

budgets (-0.0139) and higher levels of environmental uncertainty were associated

with higher levels of budget usefulness (0.2181). Apparently units in this group

when faced with uncertainty environments rely on their budgets to their
u

detriment.

Lastly, the indirect effects between perceived task and environmental uncertainty

and budget system usefulness. Little insight is gained from the examination of

these indirect effects. Just as in the with the full data set, all of the indirect

relationships are extremely small and not statistically signiticant.
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6.4 Discussion and Analysis of the Control Variable Size

Before summarizing the research results and concluding the chapter, several

comments need to be made about the variable size. As indicated in Chapter 5,

this variable was inserted into the empirical model as a control variable and not

as an additional explanatory variable. As a result, within the context of the

theory being tested, no meaning can be assigned to the path coefficients between

size and the other variables.

However, as can be observed in the actual results obtained, size is strongly

associated with several of the variables measured. In fact, the path coefficients

between size and the the endogenous variables dwarf the coefficients between the

uncertainty variable the endogenous variables. These results suggest that in

future versions of the model size should be considered as a candidate for

inclusion, assuming that sound theoretical arguments may be made for its effects.

6.5 Summary of the Research Results

The purpose of this chapter was to analyze the results of an empirical test of the

model of budget system usefulness developed in this dissertation. The

preliminary analysis indicated that 181 responses were received to the

questionnaire resulting in an overall response rate of close to 49%. Furthermore,
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a univariate analysis of the data revealed no evidence that the data could not be

used to test the model.

However, an unexpected result was obtained in assessing the reliability and

validity of the data. While the measurement methods selected for each of the

variables appeared to be reliable, the validity of the perceived task and

environmental uncertainty measures was questioned. Speciücally it appeared

that the perceptual measures of task and environmental uncertainty chosen were

not related to decentralization in the manner that was expected. An explanation

for the relationship observed was provided.

The primary analysis did not yield strong support for the model. Several

alternative explanations for the lack of support were explored. Lastly an

interpretation of the results obtained was offered.
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Chapter 7

Limitations, Contributions, Conclusions and

Extensions

7.1 Introduction

\

This final chapter contains a collection of distinct sections which draw together

the research process reported in this dissertation. The first section contains a

number of limitations of the project and describes how these limitations were

mitigated and how they affected the results obtained. The second section includes

a description of the contributions which have been made by this project. The

conclusions which may be drawn from this project form the third section. The

final section of this chapter includes a proposal for several directions which could

be pursued to extend the work begun in this project.
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7.2 Limitations of the Research

Because research is conducted in an environment of scarce resources limitations

are a part of every project. The most signilicant limitations present in this

research project will be included in this section.

First, because the data were not collected from a random sample of business

units, the results are not readily generalizable to some larger population such as

all U.S. business units. The possibility that any results observed are simply an

artifact of the sample can never be eliminated. However, as was noted in the

prior chapter, the demographic characteristics of the respondents and their

business units do not indicate any signiücant observable bias in the sample.

Second, the results obtained rely primarily on perceptual data collected from a

single business unit member. The effects of using perceptual measures,

particularly for task and environmental uncertainty were discussed at length in

the previous chapter. A similar limitation is the use of only one respondent per

business unit. It is possible that combining perceptual responses from a number

of members of the business unit could have reduced the apparent bias introduced

by using the perceptions of the business unit manager.

The third, and final, limitation is that because the results did not coniirm to the

expectations derived from the theory, any explanations offered for the results
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obtained must be viewed as tentative. In one sense, the explanations should be

considered as new, untested hypotheses.

7.3 Contributions of the Research

While the research results did not conform to the expectations derived from

theory this does not imply that the research is without important contributions.

The research provided the following contributions.

First, while a number of authors had proposed that Galbraith’s contingency

theory of organizational structure would provide a suitable basis for management

accounting system research, no known work had explored this possibility. As a

part of this research effort, a theoretical model of budget system usefulness was

derived from Galbraith’s theory and from the extensions made by Tushman and

Nadler. This model, relying on the unifying constructs of uncertainty and

information processing, provides a conceptual basis for empirical research.

Furthermore, this model was operationalized into an empirical model which can

be used in future research projects.

Second, an empirical examination of the model was performed. While there were

many limitations and weaknesses of this test, as have been described in the

previous section and the previous chapter, the empirical test performed stand as

one collection of evidence related to the theory and model which were developed.
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Third, an instrument to measure budget system usefulness was constructed and

used in this project. This instrument appears to measure with high reliability and

reasonable validity an interesting and important management accounting system

variable. Furthermore this instrument is usable in both service and

manufacturing environments. This instrument should be useful in future projects

investigating budget related questions.

Fourth, the study contributed additional insight into the fit-effectiveness

hypothesis. While many other studies have ignored this critical question, it was

addressed in the present context. lt does appear that the usefulness of budgets

and performance are related. The explication of the nature of this relationship

will await further research.

7.4 Conclusions

The conclusions which may be drawn from this research are most clear when the

initial objectives of the project are considered. The initial objectives of this

research project were summarized in four interdependent questions:

1. Can a suitable theory be identitied which will provide a basis for empirical
research of management accounting systems following a contingency
approach?

2. Can this theory be tested?
3. Will this theory be supported by the empirical results?
4. What are the implications for this theory for future research and for future

management accounting practice?
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Each question will be reviewed in turn.

The answer to the first question is that the contingency theory of Galbraith does

appear to provide a suitable basis for empirical research into management

accounting systems. This theory is developed around the notions of uncertainty

and information processing and, unlike many other theories from the

organizational literature has direct implications for management accounting

system design and use. At this stage of development, a major missing element is

the integration of the impact of the size of an organization. Such an integration

does not seem incompatible with the theory, but rather only a missing

component.

The second question was related to whether the theory could be empirically

verified. Regardless of a theory’s conceptual clarity it must be empirically

verifiable. The answer to this question, based on the research effort reported

herein, is that while it is feasible to test the theory, a complete test has not yet

been constructed. The primary difficulties at this point are first in the area of

the operationalization and measurement of several key constructs in the theory
i

including, but not limited to, uncertainty and effectiveness. Most obvious from

the results obtained in this dissertation are that perceptual measure are not

sufficient to provide an adequate test. Future efforts should be directed towards

development and validation of uncertainty measures which are compatible with

the theory.
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Questions three and four must await future research for final resolution.

However, this project has provided some limited insight into these questions. The

empirical results, while tainted by small sample size and crude mcasurcmcnt

methods do indicate that the variables proposed by the theory are associated in

an interdependent and complex fashion. Of particular significance are the results

which indicated that the variables were related in quite different manners when

the data was split based on performance.

7.5 Extensions of the Research

Several extensions of this research project may be proposed. The first and most

obvious extension would be to restate the theory including a construct for size.

Secondly the theory, in restated form, could be reexamined, attempting to use

non-perceptual measures for uncertainty and alternative effectiveness measures. _

While it is possible that another large-sample, survey-based test could be

performed, a more practical suggestion would be to explore the possibility of a

test developed around a small·sample field study methodology. Such direction

has been proposed by a variety of researchers including Otley (1980) and Kaplan

(1986).

On a somewhat different tack, the budget usefulness measure developed and

_ validated in this study could be used in other contexts. For example, the measure
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could be used to explore if whether managers of similar profit centers, such as

branch banks, find budgets to be more or less useful and if differences in budget

usefulness can be related to differences in performance in their units.

7.6 Summary

This dissertation set out with the ambitious dual goal of identifying and

empirically testing a contingency theory of management accounting systems. A

review of both the theoretical and empirical literature revealed that weaknesses

in extent theories had lead to a number of theoretical empirical projects. Based

on suggestions found in the literature Galbraith’s contingency theory of

organization structure was examined and from this theory and several extensions

found in the organizational literature a contingency theory of budget usefulness

was proposed.

An empirical test of this theory was performed with the results generally not

supporting the theory. However, this lack of support was partially attributable

to weaknesses of several measurement methods chosen. While the results did not

provide a strong test of the theory proposed they did reveal several interesting

relationships. Specitically, there was a difference in the relationships between the

uncertainty variables and the structural variables, when the performance of the
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units was included. This tinding supports further investigation of the

tit-effectiveness hypothesis.
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Appendix A

Questionnaire

This appendix contains a copy of the questionnaire use in this study. The original

sources of the questions in each section are as follows:

Section Source

1 Daft and Macintosh (1981)

2 Miles and Snow (1978)

3 Pugh, Hickson, Hinnings, and Turner (1968)

4 Developed by researcher _

5 Govindarajan (1984)

6 Developed by researcher

The final page of this section is the cover letter included with the questionnaire.
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AStudyof
the .

Usefulness of Budgets

The R.B. Pamplln College of Business
Dcparzment ofAcco1mzing

Virginia Tccli
Blacksburg, Virginia

April 20. l988
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General Instructions _

The following survey is designed to investigate several factors which are believed to af-

fcct the usefulness of budgets. Because this survey will be completed by people who

work in different companies, the phrase business unit or unit will be used in many

questions. The terms business unit and unit will bc used to refer to the division, sub•

sidiary, group, or department you are responsible for. Answer all of the questions from

the perspective of your unit.

The survey is divided into six short sections. The questions in each section are about

some particular aspect of your unit. For example, Section 2 contains questions about

the environment your unit operates in. You will be given specific instructions at the

beginning of each section. To make the questionnaire easy to complete, each section

begins on a new page.
_

Please complete the survey carefully. lt should take you less than half an hour to com-
plete the whole survey. Please answer all the questions, as incomplete questionnaires

may not be useable.
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Section l

The following questions measure the routineness of the work in your unit. Before your
rcspond to these items stop and think about your unit for a moment. What is the basic
task that is performed by your unit? For example, a travel agency would have the basic
task of assisting customers in making travel plans. As you rcspond to the questions
below, rcspond with respect to the basic task of your unit. lf you believe your unit has
several basic tasks, try to give an average or representative response. Mark your answer
in the blank for each question. Use the following scales in responding to each item be-
low.

l ~ To a very great extent
2 · To a great extent
3 - To some extent4 ~ To a little extent '
5 - To a very little extent

Normal work activities are guided by standard procedures, d ireetives, and rules.

You need to know a lot of procedures and standard practices to do the work well.

There is an understandable sequence of steps that can be followed in carrying out
thc work.

· The employees actually rely on established procedures and practiccs.

Established materials (manuals, standards, direetives, technical and professional
books) cover the work.

There is variety in the events which cause the work.

The work can be described as routine.

Most work decisions are dissimilar from one day to the next.

lt takes a lot of experience and training to know what to do when a problem
arises.

Problems require an extensive and demanding search for a solution.
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Section 2

The questions in this section are about your unit's relationships with various sectors of
the environment in which it opcratcs (for example, suppliers and customers).

Specilically. please rate the characteristics or behavior of various sectors of your unit's

environment on the degree of their predictability using the scale provided and the last

two years as your time frame. Circle an
’NA’

if the particular factor is not relevant for

your unit.

Higtily lliytly
Preweuhle Unpredicubh

l. Suppliers of your raw materials and components:• their price changes are — I 2 3 4 5 NA
• quality changes l 2 3 4 5 NA
• introduction of new materials or components l 2 3 4 5 NA

2. Competitors’ actions:• their price changes are I 2 3 4 3 NA
•

product quality changes I 2 3 4 3 NA
• introduction of new products I 2 3 4 3 NA

3. Customers:•
their demand for existing products is I 2 3 4 5 NA

•
demand for new products I 2 3 4 5 NA

4. Government and regulatory agencies:• changes in laws or agency policies on pricing I 2 3 4 3 NA
are•
changes in laws or policies on product I 2 3 4 5 NA
standards or quality•
changes in labor (personncl) laws or policies I 2 3 4 5 NA
methods

5. Action of labor unions:• changes in wages, hours, and working I 2 3 4 5 NA
conditions are I 2 3 4 5 NA• changes in grievance procedures

6. The larger organization your unit is a part of: l 2 3 4 5 NA
•

changes in corporate goals are• changes in how a business unit's performance I 2 3 4 5 NA
is evaluated I 2 3 4 5 NA

• changes in corporate structure

7. Other business units in your organization: l 2 3 4 5 NA
• changes in transfer prices are• changes in the quality or quantity of inputs I Z 3 4 5 NA

these units supply to you•
changes in the quality or quantity of outputs I 2 3 4 3 NA

you supply to other units
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Section 3

The questions in this section are about the level of decentralization of decision-making

authority in your unit. Plcasc indicate the lowest level at which the following dccisions

can be made in your business unit.

ln marlting your responses use the following scale.

0 - This decision cannot bc made by anyone in my unit, including me.
l - This decision can be made only by me.
2 - This decision can be made by the higher level managers in my unit.
3 - This decision can be made by the lower level managers in my unit.
4 ~ This decision can be made by the supcrvisors in my unit.
5 - This decision can be made by the lowest level employee in my unit.
NA · This decision is inappropriate for my unit.

‘

lf this scale does not reflect the the structure of your unit, for example, if your unit only

has one layer of management, then add or delete layers to reflect your unit's structure.

Please note any changes above on the scale provided.

Create a new job.

Hire a new employee.

Create a new department.

Set a price for a product or service.

Choose a supplier.

Determine purchasing procedures.

Dcterminc training methods for employces.

Develop new products or markets.

Develop a marketing strategy.

Authorize the purchase of a new piece of machinery or equipment
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Section 4
The following questions are about the usefulness of your annual operating budget. An-
nual operating budget rcfers to a budget consisting of a projected income statement with
whatever supporting schedulcs you have, such as sales or revenue budgets, production
budgets, labor budgets, budgeted cost of goods sold, and budgeted selling, general, and
administrative expenses, for the coming one-year period. Please answer the questions
about how useful your budget is, g about how useful budgets in general are.
Check the appropriate box for each item.

Alrnou Som•· Almost
Never Seldorn nmea Ohm Always

l. Budgets are useful to manage this unit because:
•

differences between actual and budgeted amounts ·highlight problems which need to be investigated. Ü Ü Ü Ü Ü•
they highlight when the unit is deviating from plans. Ü Ü Ü Ü Ü

2. Budgets are useful in this unit's plannürg because:
‘

•
the process of preparing the budget causes those
involved to deal with differences between their own
goals and the goals of the company. Ü Ü Ü Ü Ü•
the differences between the resources required to
achicve our plans and our present resources are
idcntilicd as the budgets are prepared. Ü Ü Ü Ü Ü•
the process of prcparing them gives those involved a
chance to stop and think about the future. Ü Ü Ü Ü Ü

3. Budgets are useful to motivate the personnel in this unit
because:
•

they let people know what is expected of them. Ü Ü Ü Ü Ü•·
they let people know what is important to the
company. El Ci Ü El C1•
they provide goals and targets to be obtained during
the year. C] Cl El Cl EJ•
they direct people toward company goals rather than
personal goals. C1 Cl Cl Cl EJ•
their pay can be linked to achieving budget goals. lj Q ij [1 Q

4. Budgets are useful to cvaluate the personnel in this unit
because:
•

they provide a better benchmark than last year's
performance. Ü Ü Ü Ü Ü•
they can bc used as standards against which actual
performance is evaluated. El Ei El Ü Cl

5. Budgets are useful in com-dinating the parts of this unit
because:
•

all of the different parts must work together to
prcparc the budget. Ü Ü Ü Ü Ü•
during the year as they are prcpared, those involved
must examine how the units parts are related. Ü Ü Ü Ü Ü• when decisions are made which are benelicial to one
part of the unit. but not to another part of the unit
or to the unit as a whole, this will show up in budget Ü Ü Ü Ü Üvariances.
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Section 5 I

The questions in this section are about your unit’s performance. As you answer
the questions try to be objective. Rcmcmbcr that the questions are about your
mir': performance, not your performance. Circle the correct number for each

question.

Please indicate the degree of importance which is attached by your superiors to
each of the following items when evaluating your unit’s performance. If a par-
ticular item is not appropriate for your unit, mark the item ’NA'.

Of Little Extremely
Importanee Important Importa_nt

I. Sales growth Falt I 2 3 4 5 NA
2. Market share I 2 3 4 5 ‘ NA
3. Operating prolits I 2 3 4 5 NA
4. Profit margins I 2 3 4 5 NA
5. Cash flow I 2 3 4 5 NA
6. Return on investment I 2 3 4 5 NA
7. New product development I 2 3 4 5 NA
8. Market development I 2 3 4 5 NA
9. Research and development I 2 3 4 5 NA
I0. Cost reduction programs I 2 3 4 5 NA
II. Personnel trainingdevelopment I 2 3 4 5 NA
I2. Political and public affairs I 2 3 4 5 NA

Now please indicate your unit’s actual performance as compared with the expec-

tations of the level which should be reachcd. You do not need to rate any items
marked NA above.

Not at all
Satisfactory Satisfactory Outstanding

I. Sales growth rate I 2 3 4 5
2. Market share I 2 3 4 5
3. Operating prolits l 2 3 4 5
4. Profit margins I 2 3 4 5
5. Cash liow I 2 3 4 5
6. Return on investment I 2 3 4 5
7. New product development I 2 3 4 5
8. Market development I 2 3 4 5
9. Research and development I 2 3 4 5
I0. Cost reduction programs l 2 3 4 5
ll. Personnel trainingdevelopment I 2 3 4 5
I2. Political and public alTairs I 2 3 4 5 _
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Section .6

The last section of questions contain questions about a variety of subjects. An-
swer each question in the space providcd.

l. Describe the product your unit produccs and/or the industry your unit is in.

2. Approximate number of employces in your unit.

3. How long has your unit existed? (Years)

4. How long have you been in your present position?
(Years) (months)

5. Which of the following is used to measure your unit's financial performance
(Check one):

Costs only
Revenues only
Proüts
Return on investment
Other (Please specify)
None of the above

6. Which of the following best describes your professional background:
ProductiomOperations
Markcting.'Sales
FinanceiAccounting
Engineering; Research & Development
Other (Please specify)

7. Which of the following best describes the highest level of education you have

completed:
High School
2-year Associates Degree
4-year College Degree
Graduate Degree

8. How old are you? (Years)

9. Sex. M F
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I0. How many employees of your unit partieipate in some manner in preparing
your annual budget?

ll. How many employees in your unit have full-time jobs related to preparing
and analyzing your budgets?

I2. How many employees in your unit are evaluated by comparing their per-
formance against a budget standard?

I3. How many employees pay in your unit is based in part on their performance
as compared to the budget?

I4. How many months before the beginning of a particular year would the
members of your unit begin work developing the budget for the upcoming
year? (Months)

I5. How frequently are actual results compared to to budgeted amounts? _

Weekly
Monthly
Quarterly
Semiannually
Annually
This is not done on a regular basis

I6. In an average month how much time do you spend looking over the budget
and comparing it to actual results? (hours)

I7. If you held one hundred meetings a year with your unit's managers, in how
many of those meetings would you discuss budget related subjects, based on
the present meetings with your managcrs? (meetings)

Thank you for your time. Your participation is greatly appreciated. Please mail
the survey back in the postage-paid envelope provided.
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maxmmxrmmxnsmu ksosvaswvaurv .

June 6, l988

Dear Business Unit Manager:
A

Competition and change are two words which describe the current business
environment. The level of competition in both domestic and foreign markets
coupled with the high rate of social and technological change have stretched
many businesses to their limiß. A number of questions have been raiséd by

managers as they attempt to respond to these ever·increasing pressures. For

example, What can be leamed from the Japanese? What will be the effect of new
information processing and manufacturing technologies?

ln searching for the answers to these and other important questions, it has

become clear that the present level of understanding about many basic

organizational processes is quite limited. This study is directed toward increasing

our knowledge of a fundamental part of a company's accounting system · its

operating budget. Specifically the study will focus on the usefulness of operating

budgcts to businßs unit managers.

Your company has agreed to sponsor this study by providing its endorsement and

by mailing this survey to a group of it business unit managers - that is how you
were selected for the study. lt is important that you complete the enclosed

questionnaire to aid in this study. You should find that the whole questionnaire

can be completed in less than thirty minutes. -

While only a few of the questions are potcntially sensitive, you may be assured

that all of your answers will remain conlidential. The questionnaire has an

identification number only for control purposes.

l would be most happy to answer any questions that you might have. Please

write or call. The telephone number is (703) 96l-659l.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincgrely, ,

éék M. Cathey
epartment of Accounting

The R. B. Pamplin College of Business
Virginia Tech
Blacksburg, VA 2406l
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Appendix B

Data Coding, Transformation, and Selection

A description of the process used to code, transform, and select the data used in

this dissertation is contained in this appendix. A rational will be provided, as

needed, for the decisions which were made in this process. This appendix should

prove to be useful in both the evaluation and interpretation of the results

obtained. B _

B.1 Data Coding

As each survey was received back from the respondent, the researcher coded the

front of the survey booklet with the following information: a unique survey

number to be used in associating the coded data with its original source; the date
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received, to be used in a test for non·response bias, the state from which the

survey was mailed, as supplementary data; and the original survey number

assigned by the researcher prior to survey distribution.

These data items along with each response was then coded into a computer file.

The instrument was designed to provide primarily numerical responses. Virtually

all of the coding involved simply typing the response into the file. A response of
’NA’

was coded as a
”9”

and a missing response was coded as a ’8’. The only

significant interpretation necessary was in coding the answer to the question.

"Describe the product your unit produces and/or the industry your
unit is in."

In this case the researcher assigned each firm to one of three categories - service,

manufacturing, and other. Since this variable is not used in any of the research

questions this non-objective approach was considered acceptable.

B.2 Data Transformation

Each section of the survey collected data for one or more variables. The data

transformation will be explained one section at a time.

Section one of the questionnaire contained ten questions related to task

uncertainty. The first transformation was to set any answer coded 8 (’NA’) or 9

(missing answer) to zero. Also the number of missing answers for a particular
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survey were counted. Lastly, questions 6, 8, 9, 10 were reverse scored. These

items were transformed by subtracting the answer from six. For example, if a

respondent answered question eight with a one, the adjusted response was set to

five (6 - 1). Next the adjusted answers were summed to develop an overaH score

for task uncertainty. The measure increases as task uncertainty increases.

Section two contained seven different sections, each section related to a specific

aspect of the environment, and contained a total of nineteen questions. Just as

in section one, all "NA" and missing response answers were first set to zero.

Next, the total number of missing responses was summed. Lastly, each question’s

answer was summed to compute an overall environmental uncertainty score.

This score increases with increasing environmental uncertainty. The overall score

of surveys which contained missing responses to questions for these observations

was adjusted by assuming.that the missing answer was equal to the average

answer of the other questions. This method was chosen over simply setting the

answer to zero since an "NA" response was made available on the questionnaire

form.

Section three contained ten questions used to measure decentralization. After

setting missing answers and "NA" answers to zero a decentralization score was

created by summing all ten responses. This measure would increase with

increasing levels of decentralization. Responses which contained missing answers

of not applicable were adjusted by adding the average answer for the applicable

answered questions.
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Section four included five sections containing a total of fifteen questions about

budget usefulness. An overall score for budget usefulness was computed by

summing the answers to each question, with missing observations set to zero.

(There was no "NA" response in this section).

Section five was divided into two parts. In part one the respondent was asked to

indicate the degree of importance attached by their superior to a list of twelve

items such as market share and return on investment. If the item was not

appropriate for the unit the respondent could indicate so by circling an "NA".

In the second part of the section the respondent indicated their units actual

performance on the same twelve items.

The first step in computing the performance score was to set all missing answers

and NA answers to zero. Next, missing answers and
NA’s

were counted for each

questionnaire. The third step involved multiplying the answer from part one

(degree of importance) by the answer to part two (actual performance) for each

of the twelve items. Each product was then added to compute an overall

performance score. Lastly the total performance score was adjusted for missing

observations and NA responses by adding the average of the responses given. In

other words, each answer was scaled to produce a total score for only those

questions which were answered and were appropriate for their unit.

The final section, section six, contained a total of seventeen questions. These.

questions covered several different variables and should be discussed individually.
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Question one required the respondent to describe their product and/or industry

and was used to place the business unit into the categories of service,

manufacturing, or other. Question two was used to determine the size of the unit

and requested the number of employees. Question three and four pertained to

the number of years the unit has existed and the length of time the business unit

manager has been in their present position.

Question five was used to screen each unit as to whether it was a profit center or

not. The question asked the respondent to indicate whether their unit’s financial

performance was measured using only costs, only revenues, profits, return on

investment, or other. Only those units which used profit or return on investment

were used in the analysis.

Questions six through nine collected demographic data about the respondent.

Questions ten through seventeen collected data for the budget use index.

The budget used index was computed as follows. First each question’s answer

was indexed to range from zero to one. For example, question ten asked how

many employees participate directly in the preparation of the annual budget. By

dividing the answer to question ten by the total number of employees in the unit

a participation index was created. After each of the answers to these eight

questions had been indexed, an overall budget use index was computed by

summing each question’s index.
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B.3 Data Selection

Every response received before August 1, 1988 was coded and every response

coded by transformed as described above. The final step before the actual

analysis was to select the data to be used. Table ll on page 207reconciles the

total number of responses received with the actual number of surveys used in the

results section.

A total of 78 surveys received were not used for the following reasons. Seven

surveys were received after the coding deadline, fifty-two responses received were

not from profit centers, fifteen responses were eliminated for failure to meet the

minimum size of 40 employees. Lastly four responses were eliminated due to a

large number of missing answers. The final number of useable observations

which were included in the analysis was 103.
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Table ll. Reconciliation of Surveys Received and Surveys Used

Number Received 181

Reason for exclusionz
Received after coding deadline 7
Not a profit center 52' Less than 40 employees 15
Missing answers j

Subtotal l§_

Number used Q);
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Appendix C

GEMINI Listings

The primary data analysis method used was path analysis. The GEMINI

package developed by Wolfle and Ethington (1985) was utilized to perform this

analysis. Four GEMINI listings are contained in this appendix. The first listing

is for the basic model. These results are reported in Figure 14 on page 153 and

were used to test Hypotheses 1, 2, and 3. Hypothesis 4a was based upon the

analysis of the full model and is included as Figure 15 on page 157. The second

GEMINI listing in this appendix contains the reults for the full model. Hypothsis

4b required that the data be split based on unit performance. The third and

fourth listings in this appendix support Figure 16 on page 160 and Figure 17 on

page 161, respectively.
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•C.] Baszc Model
Til FRLOIIPB CGITRQ CARDS HAVE BEEN READ•

BUDGET USE:’I.I.!¢SS STUDY - BASIC IOML
5 2 05

PTU PEU LNSIZE MCEN Blß
FU

5 4 4 5 2 1
4 5 5 2 1
5 4 5 2 1

HARNIIBx THIS PRIIIRAM CALCILATES STANDARD ERRGS AND
TPEIR PROBABILITIES Q TP! ASSIIPTIQ W LARDE SAWLE SIZE8.
HITM SMALL SA)¢LES• AS IN THIS CASE. T1! PRDBABILITIES G
BDTH DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS MUST BE INTUPRETED NITM
CAUTIQ AS TTEY ARE PRDBABLY INERESTIHATED.
BUHSET USEF\L§SS STUDV - BASIC Mi.
T1! FILLOIIPB DATA MAVE BEEN READ•

IEAN STD EV 4
PTU 50.4175 5.1971
PEU 42.7188 9.6111
LNSIZE 5.7876 1.2964
DECEN 18.0454 5.7277
BUS 56.8620 9.5650
N I! CASES I 105
C®RELAT10ISn

PTU PEU LNSIZE ECEN BUS

PTU 1.0000 0.0758 0.1156 0.0402 0.0861
PEU 0.0758 1.0000 0.2285 -0.0580 0.1505
LNSIZE 0.1156 0.2285 1.0000 0.2177 0.5745
ECEN 0.0402 -0.0580 0.2177 1.0000 0.0529
BUS 0.0861 0.1505 0.5745 0.0529 1.0000

REGRESSIQ ECUATIQ 8 1 MPENQNT VARIAI.Et BUS
TI! INEENENT VARIAILES ARE: DECEN

LNSIZE
PEU
PTU

M\I.T1PLE R .58517 ANALYSIS G VARIAOCE
R SDUARE .14682 DF SIM G SDUARES IIAN SDUARE
STANDARD 4 RQ 9.01164 REGRESSIQ 4 1569.51851 542.57959

RESIDUAL 98 7958.55469 81.20975
F I 4.21599 SIDNIF F I 0.00576

REBRESSIQEDUATIQVARIABLE
B SE B BETA T S10 T

MCEN -0.0414258 0.1605295 -0.0248118 -0.2585796 0.79611
LNSIZE 2.6594820 0.7501906 0.5605204 5.6421747 0.00027
PEU 0.0657485 0.0958896 0.0640691 0.6648114 0.50617
PTU 0.0748258 0.1750907 0.0406650 0.4522926 0.66555
INTERET 57.2181596

REDRESSIQ EDUATIQ I 2 EFENMNT VAR1Al.E¤ ECENTDI INÜENXNT VARIAl.ES ARE: %12E
PTU

MILTIPLE R .25644 ANALYSIS W VARIANIE
R SQUARE .05591 W SIM W SQUARES IBAN SCUARE
STANDARD ERRQ 5.64905 REGRESSIQ 5 187.07574 62.55858

RESIDUAL 99 5159.25877 51.91150
F I 1.95411 SIGIIF F I 0.12445

REDRESSIQ
EQUATIQVARIABLEB SE B BETA T S10 T

LNSIZE 1.0462856 0.4454855 0.2568078 2.5486509 0.01884
PEU -0.0557185 0.0598478 -0.0954951 -0.9510005 0.55185
PTU 0.0217257 0.1084814 0.0197151 0.2002715 0.84127
INTERCEPT 15.7072897
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TIE MATRIX E DIRECT EFFECTS IIITRICI:
TO: BUS EEI LNSIZE PEU PTU

FRG1:
BIB 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
DECEN -0.0414 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 2.6595 1.0463 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU 0.0637 -0.0557 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU 0.0740 0.0217 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

TI! MATRIX G INDIRECT EFFECTS IIETRICJI
TO: BUS ECE LNSIZE PEU PTU

FRGI:
BIB 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ECEN 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE -0.0433 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU 0.0023 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU -0.0009 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

T1! MATRIX W STNDARD ERRWS FG INDIRECT EFFECTS UETRICI:
TO: BIB ECEN LMSIZE PEU PTU

FRUQ:
BIB 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ECIN 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 0.1600 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU 0.0093 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU 0.0057 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

T1! MATRIX W T-VALES FN INOIRECT EFFRTS (|¢TR1C):
TO: BIB ECEN LNSIZE PEU PTU

FRGI:
BUS 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ECEN 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE -0.2560 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU 0.2690 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU -0.1503 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

T1! MATRIX W TIU-TAILEII PROBABILITIES E T-VALIIS FOR INDIRECT EFFECT0 OITRICI:
TO: BIB ECEN LMSIZE PEU PTU

FRG4:
BIB 1.0000 1 .0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
ECE 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
LNSIZE 0.7973 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
PEU 0.0034 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
PTU 0.0762 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

T1! MTRIX Ü TOTAL CAIBAL EFFECTS (ETRIC1:
TO: BUS •·¤ LNSIZE PEU PTU

FRG4:
BUS 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ECEN -0.0414 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 2.6161 1.0463 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU 0.0661 -0.0557 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU 0.0739 0.0217 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

TI'! MATRIX G DIRECT EFFECTS (STANDARDIZED):
TO: BUS ECE LNSIZE PEU PTU

FROM:
BIB 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ECEN -0.0240 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 0.3605 0.2360 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU 0.0641 -0.0935 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU 0.0407 0.0197 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

TF! MATRIX E IMDIRECT EFFECTS (STANDARDIZED):
TO: BUS ECEM LNSIZE PEU PTU

FRGQ:
BIB 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 _
ECEN 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE -0.0059 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU 0.0023 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU -0.0005 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

TIE MATRIX E TOTAL CAUSAL EFFECTS (STANDARDIZED1:
TO: BIB ECEN LNSIZE PEU PTU

FRGQ:
BUS 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ECEN -0.0240 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 0.3546 0.2360 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU 0.0666 -0.0935 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU 0.0402 0.0197 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
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C.2 Full Model
T1! F1L0|I1ß CWTR1 CARDS HAVE DEEN READ:IUDBE; STUDV - FLLI. NIE. IVQUDHU PERFQMADGE
RU FEU LNSIZE MCEN DUS PERF

6 5 5 6 5 2 1
5 6 6 5 2 1
6 5 5 2 1
6 5 6 5 2 1

NARNIPG: THIS PRMAH CALCILATES STANDARD ERRNS AND
TIIIR PRDDASILITI GI TDI ASSDPTIGI W LARBE SAIPLE SIZES.
HITH SMALL SA1P1.ES• AS IN THIS CASE• TM PRUDADILITIES G
DOTH DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS HUST BE INTERPRETED HITH
CAUTIGI AS TTEY ARE PROBABLV WMRESTIHATED.
DUDGET USEFILMSS STUDV - FLLL DOM. IMZLUDIO0 FERFWMAMCE
TM FG.LG|11B DATA HAVE .-4: READ:

MAN STD DEV
PTU 50.6175 5.1971
PEU 62.7188 9.6111
LNSIZE 5.7876 1.2966
DECEN 18.0656 5.7277
BUS 56.8620 9.5650
PERF 155.5256 57.9569
N G CASES I 105
CDRRELATIOB:

PTU PEU LNSIZE MEDI BUS F 4* F

PTU 1.0000 0.0758 0.1156 0.0602 0.0861 0.1262
PEU 0.0758 1.0000 0.2285 -0.0580 0.1505 0.0656
LNSIZE 0.1156 0.2285 1.0000 0.2177 0.5765 0.2660
DECEN 0.0602 -0.0580 0.2177 1.0000 0.0529 -0.0720
BUS 0.0861 0.1505 0.5765 0.0529 1.0000 0.2678
PERF 0.1262 0.0656 0.2660 -0.0720 0.2678 1.0000

REGRESSIGI EDUATIGI I 1 EENDENT VARIADLE: PERF
T1! INEPENENT VARIAILES ARE: DUS

MCD!
LNSIZE
PEU
PTU

M1.I.TIPL.E R .55755 ANALYSIS G VARIAOGE
R SOUARE .12785 W SW W SDUARES MAN SDUARE
STANDARD ERRG 56.55016 REBRESSIGI 5 I8786.95750 5756.98750

RESIDUAL 97 128169.51200 1521.55501
F I 2.86555 SIDNIF F I 0.01919

REGRESSIGIEDUATIGIVARIAlE
I SE I BETA T S10 T

BUS 0.7519996 0.6076658 0.1896622 1.8655610 0.06696
EQN -0.8890780 0.6669582 -0.1561628 -1.5762857 0.16955
LNSIZE 6.5769695 5.1585796 0.2177285 2.0512862 0.06225
PEU -0.1051986 0.5876596 -0.0266575 -0.2715679 0.78611
PTU 0.6727069 0.6988589 0.0921UI 0.9625762 0.55576
INTERCEFT 75.9616520

REGRESSIGI EDUATIGI I 2 EENIENT VAR1AI.E: Blß
TM INEENMNT VAR1AI.ES ARE: DECEN

LNSIZE
PEU
PTU

HILTIPLE R .58517 ANALYSIS G VARIAPM 'R SQUARE .16682 W SW W SDUARES FEAN SDUARE
STANDARD ERRQ 9.01166 REBRESSIGI 6 1569.51851 562.57959

RESIDUAL 98 7958.55669 81.20975
F I 6.21599 SIGNIF F I 0.00576

REIRESSIOIEDUATIGIVARIAl..E
8 SE 8 8ETA T S10 T

ECEN -0.0616258 0.1605295 -0.0268118 -0.2585796 0.79611
LNSIZE 2.6596820 0.7501906 0.5605206 5.6621767 0.00027
PEU 0.0657685 0.0958896 0.0660691 0.6668116 0.50617
PTU 0.0768258 0.1750907 0.0606650 0.6522926 0.66555
INTERCEFT 57.2181596

REBRESSIGI EDUATIQI I 5 EENENT VARIAl.E: MCENTI! INIEPENENT VARIABLES ARE: älä
FTU

HILTIPLE R .25666 ANALVSIS W VARIADCE
R SDUARE .05591 N SW W SOUARES MAN SQUARE
STANDARD EIRM 5.66905 REBRESSIGI 5 187.07576 62.55858

·
RESIDUAL 99 5159.25877 51.91150
F I 1.95611 SIDNIF F I 0.12665

gqugnqgVARIAILE
8 SE B BETA T SID T

LNSIZE 1.0662856 0.6656855 0.2568078 2.5686509 0.01886
PEU -0.0557185 0.0598678 -0.0956951 -0.9510005 0.55185
PTU 0.0217257 0.1086816 0.0197151 0.2002715 0.86127
INTERCEPT 15.7072897
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TIE MATRIX I DIRECT EFFECTS IIETRIC1:
TOa PER! BUS ICEN LNSIZE PEU PTU

FRI:
PER! 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
BUS 0.7520 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
DECEN -0.0091 -0.0616 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 6.8769 2.6595 1.0668 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU -0.1052 0.0687 -0.0557 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU 0.6727 0.0760 0.0217 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

TIE MATRIX I INDIRECT EFFECTS (IETRICH
TO: PER! BUS ICEM LNSIZE PEU PTU

FRI:
PER! 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
BUS 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
III -0.0812 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 1.0871 -0.0688 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU 0.0992 0.0028 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU 0.0868 -0.0009 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

TIE MATRIX I STAIDARD 4* RIS FI IMDIRECT EFFECTS (METRIC) :
TO: PER! BUS ICEN LNSIZE PEU PTU

FRI:
PER! 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
BM 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ICQ 0.1217 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 1.6662 0.1600 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU 0.1000 0.0098 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU 0.1676 0.0057 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

TIE MATRIX G T-VALIES FI IMDIRECT EFFECTS (METRICI :
TO: PER! BM DECEN LNSIZE PEU PTU

FRI:
PER! 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
BUS 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ICEM -0.2559 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 0.7101 -0.2560 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU 0.9062 0.2690 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU 0.2167 -0.1508 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

TIE MATRIX W T10-TAILED PROBABILITIES G T-VALLES FOR INDIRECT EFFECTS KIETRICI :
TO: PER! BM IIM LNSIZE PEU PTU

!RI:
PER! 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
BUS 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
DECEN 0.7900 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
LNSIZE 0.6727 0.7978 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
PEU 0.8250 0.0086 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
PTU 0.0205 0.0762 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

TIE MATRIX I TOTAL CAUSAL EFFECTS (IETRIC):TO• PER! BM ICQ LNSIZE PEU PTU
FRI:
PER! 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
BUS 0.7520 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ICQ -0.9202 -0.0616 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 7.6121 2.6161 1.0668 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU -0.0060 0.0661 -0.0557 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU 0.7090 0.0789 0.0217 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

TIE MATRIX I DIRECT EFFECTS ISTANDARDIZEDI s

mw TO: P 4* ! BUS ICEM LNSIZE PEU PTU
x

PER! 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
BUS 0.1095 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
DECEN -0.1862 -0.0260 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 0.2177 0.8605 0.2860 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU -0.0266 0.0661 -0.0985 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU 0.0921 0.0607 0.0197 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

TIE MATRIX G IMDIRECT UFECTS (STANDARDIZEDI x
TO: PER! BUS ICEN LNSIZE PEU PTU

FRI!
PER! 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0. 0000
BUS 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
DECEN -0.0067 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 0.0856 -0.0059 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU 0.0251 0.0028 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU 0.0050 -0.0005 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

TIE MATRIX I TOTAL CAUSAL EFFECTS (STAIUARDIZED):
TO: PER! BM DECEN LNSIZE PEU PTU

FROM
PERF· 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
BUS 0.1095 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ICQ -0.1809 -0.0260 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 0.2581 0.8566 0.2860 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU -0.0015 0.0666 -0.0985 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU 0.0971 0.0602 0.0197 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
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C.3 Low Perßzrmarzce Group
TI! FG.LOIIN0 CGITRE CARDS HAVE BEEN READ:

BUEGE; USEF;I;ESS STUDV - LG PERFORHA!¢E 0R0\P
PTU PEU LNSIZE ECEN BUS
FU

5 4 4 5 2 1
4 5 5 2 1
5 4 5 2 1

HARNINM THIS PREAH CALCILATES STANDARD ERRGS AND
TIIIR PROBABILITIES G TE ASSUPTIGI G LARDE SAIPLE SIZES.
NITH SMALL SAlPLES• AS IN THIS CASE. TIE PROBABILITIES G
ETH DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS HUST BE INTERPRETED HITH
CAUTIG AS TEY ARE PROBABLV INERESTIHATED.
BUDGET USEFIIJESS STUDV - LG PERFORNANZE GRD!}
TI! FGLGIW DATA HAVE ·¤= READ¤

EAN STD EV

PTU 50.1007 5.7701
PEU 45.2277 9.2252
LNSIZE 5.4754 1.0950
ECEN 10.0674 5.1066
BUS 55.0526 10.4511
N G CASES ¤ 55
CGIRELATIGIS:

PTU PEU LNSIZE ECEN BUS

PTU 1.0000 0.0575 0.2215 0.0954 0.0675
PEU 0.0575 1.0000 0.5256 -0.0000 0.5255
LNSIZE 0.2215 0.5256 1.0000 0.2145 0.5971
DECEN 0.0954 -0.0000 0.2145 1.0000 0.0456
BUS 0.0675 0.5255 0.5971 0.0456 1.0000

REGRESSIG EOUATIG 0 1 EPENENT VARIABLE: BUS
TI! INEPENEIT VARIABLES ARE• ECD4

LNSIZE
PEU
PTU

HILTIPLE R .44066 ANALVSIS G VARIA|¢E
R SOUARE .20150 G SIM G SDUARES EAN SDUARE
STANDARD RG 9.70297 REDRESSIG 4 1150.95501 204.75077

RESIDUAL 40 4519.00205 94.14754
F ¤ 5.02459 SIGIF F

• 0.02610
REGRESSIG6

EQUATIGIVARIABLEB - SE B BETA T SID T

ECEN -0.0177065 0.2756542 -0.0006602 -0.0647007 0.94041
LNSIZE 5.1620674 1.5742949 0.5515417 2.5000652 0.02140
PEU 0.2466005 0.1565000 0.2101145 1.5701605 0.11455
PTU -0.0242440 0.2592092 -0.0154299 -0.1015550 0.91927
INTERCEPT 20.1470729

‘
REDRESSIGJ EQUATIQI I 2 EEIENT VARIAl.E: ECENTE INEDEU VARIABLES ARE: \;:S1ZE

U
PTU

HILTIPLE R .26967 ANALYSIS G VARIAIIZE
R SQUARE .07272 W SIM G SOUARES EAN SGUARE
STANDARD HRG 5.06566 REGRESSIG 5 90.61124 52.07041

RESIDUAL 49 1257.50452 25.66090
F ¤ 1.20095 SIDNIF F ¤ 0.29072

REGRESSIG
EDUATIGVARIABLEB SE B BETA T S10 T

LNSIZE 1.2040044 0.6965527 0.2570047 1.7297165 0.00560
PEU -0.0914572 0.0005524 -0.1651492 -1.1551271 0.25652
PTU 0.0595176 0.1247504 0.0444005 0.5151497 0.75265
INTHCEPT 15.0506040
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T)! MATRIX E DIRECT EFFICTS (ETRIC1:
TO: DUS ECIN LNSIZI PEU PTU

FROM
DUS 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ECIN -0.0177 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 5.1621 1.2060 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU 0.2667 -0.0916 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU -0.0262 0.0595 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

T1! MATRIX OF INDIRICT IFFECTS IETRICI:
TO: DUS ECIN LNSIZI PEU PTU

FROM:
DUS 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ECIN 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE -0.0215 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU 0.0016 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU -0.0007 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Til MATRIX E STANDARD IRRDRS FE INDIRICT IFFICTS (ETRIC1:
TD: DUS ECE LNSIZI PEU PTII

FROM
DUS 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ECIN 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZI 0.5299 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU 0.0251 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU 0.0110 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

TI! MATRIX E T-VALIES FE IIDIRECT IFFICTS OITRICH
TD: DUS ECE LNSIZI PEU PTU

FROM
DUS 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ECIN 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZI -0.0667 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU 0.0666 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU -0.0656 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

TI! MATRIX G Til)-TAILID PRODADILITIES E T-VALES FE INDIRICT IFFECTS (ETRIC):
T0: DUS ECIN LNSIZI PEU PTU

FRO6•
DUS 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
ECE 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
LNSIZI 0.9606 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
PEU 0.9605 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
PTU 0.9695 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

TI! MATRIX E TDTAL CAUSAL EFICTS IETRICH
TO: DUS ECIN LNSIZE PEU PTU

FROM
DUS 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
DECEN -0.0177 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 5.1607 1.2060 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PIU 0.2605 -0.0916 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU -0.0269 0.0595 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

TI! MATRIX E DIRECT IFFICTS ISTANDARDIZEH
TD: DUS ECIN LNSIZI PEU PTU

FROM
DUS 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ECIN -0.0007 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 0.5515 0.2579 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU 0.2101 -0.1651 0.0000 0.0000 V 0.0000
PTU -0.0156 0.0665 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

TI! MATRIX E INDIRICT IFFICTS ISTANDARDIZIDI:
TD: DUS ECIN LNSIZI PIU PTU

FROM
DUS 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
DICIN 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE -0.0022 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU 0.0016 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU -0.0006 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

TI! MATRIX E TDTAL CAUSAI. IFFICTS ISTANDARDIZIDII
TD: DUS ECE LNSIZI PEU PTU

FROM
DUS 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ECIN -0.0007 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZI 0.5291 0.2579 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU 0.2195 -0.1651 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU -0.0150 0.0665 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
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•

C.4 Hzgh Perßrmauce Group
TIE FGLOIIW CG!171 CARDS HAVE BEEN READ:

DUIXIET USEFILIESS STUDV - HIGI IERFGHANZE GRDIP
5 2 50

_

ITU IEU LNSIZE ECEN DUS
FU

5 4 4 5 2 1
4 5 5 2 1 -
5 4 5 2 1 -

HARNIIGI THIS IRDCRAH CALCILATES STANDARD ERRGS AND
TIEIR IRODAIILITIES GI TIE ASSIIITIQI G LARCE SAIPLE SIZE!.
NITH ·SHALL SAIPLES• AS IN THIS CASE. TIE IRDBADILITIES G
BCTH DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS HUST BE INTERIRETED NITH
CAUTIGI AS TIEV ARE IRODAMV INERESTIHATED.
BUIIIET USEFILIESS STUDY - HIGH IERFGHAIG CRDIP
TI·E F1I.0III£ DATA HAVE BEEN READ:

IEAN STD EV

ITU 50.4400 4.5475
IEU 42.1794 10.0714
LNSIZE 4.1207 1.4179
DECEN 17.1700 4.2555
BUS 50.7000 0.2221
N G CASE! • 50
CGREATIGJSI

ITU IEU UBIZE ECEN DUS

ITU 1.0000 0.1249 -0.0055 -0.0027 0.0984
IEU 0.1249 1.0000 0.1972 -0.0204 -0.0295
LNSIZE -0.0055 0.1972 1.0000 0.5015 0.5001
DECEN -0.0027 -0.0204 0.5015 1.0000 0.1540
BUS 0.0904 -0.0295 0.5001 0.1540 1.0000

REBRESSIGA EQUATIGI I 1 EENDENT VAR1Al.E: DUS
TIE INEIENDENT VARIABLES ARE: EBD!

LNSIZE
IEU
ITU

HILTIILE R .54220 ANALYSIS G VARIAIIZE
R SOUARE .11715 G SIM G SOUARES IEAN SGUARE
STANDARD ERRG 8.04157 REGRESSIGI 4 580.07804 97.01971

RESIDUAL 45 2924.50459 44.98898
F ¤ 1.49204 SIGNIF F • 0.21940

REBRESSIG
EOUATIGIVARIADLEB SE B ETA T S10 T

DECD4 0.0474920 0.1950457 0.0541214 0.2449701 0.00447
LNSIZE 1.0444052 0.0725544 0.5104241 2.1147145 0.05420
IEU -0.0042445 0.1100752 -0.1054479 -0.7505094 0.44505
ITU 0.2045404 0.2554474 0.1150224 0.0000009 0.42571
INTERCEIT 44.0554295

REGRESSIGI EQUATIGI I 2 EIENENT VARIAO\.E• ECENTIE INEIENEIT VARIAl.ES ARE: I;|é3I2E
ITU

HILTIILE R .51241 ANALYSIS G VARIAIG
R SQUARE .09740 G SIII G SQUARES IEAN SQUARE
STANDARD ERRG 4.15112 REGESSIGI 5 107.02247 42.54008

RESIDUAI. 44 1729.17159 57.59047
F l 1.45041 SIGNIF F ¤ 0.10705

REGRESSIGI EQUATIGI -—-—-—-—•—E—i-E
VARIABLE I SE B BETA T S10 T

LNSIZE 1.4050457 0.4505441 0.5101252 2.2257595 0.02405
IEU -0.0525424 0.0894402 -0.0045002 -0.5850590 0.55852
ITU 0.0125509 0.1942484 0.0091524 0.0444470 0.94044
INTERET 10.4051000
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T1! MATRIX OF DIRECT EFFECTS (METRIC):
TO: 015 ECIN LNSIZE PE0 PTU

FRUI:
015 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ECEN 0.0675 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 1.0665 1.6050 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU -0.0065 -0.0525 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU 0.2066 0.0126 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

TIE MATRIX G INOIRECT EFFECTS 0¢TRIC):
TO: 000 DECEN LNSIZE PEU PTU

FRGI:
0U$ 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
DECEN 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 0.0666 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PE0 -0.0025 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU 0.0006 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

T1! MATRIX G STANDARD ERRMS FN INDIRECT EFFECTS (IETRICI:
TO: 015 ECEN LNSIZE PEU PTU

FR01:
015 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ECEN 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 0.2756 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PE0 0.0110 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU 0.0095 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

T1! MATRIX N T-VALLIS FM INDIRECT EFFECTS (IETRICI:
TO: 015 ECEN LNSIZE PEU PTU

FRG4:
0US 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
DECEN 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 0.2655 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU -0.2260 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU 0.0625 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

T1! MATRIX N T10-TAILED PROOAIILITIES W T-VALIIS FN INDIRECT EPECTS (FITRICH
TO: 015 ECEN LNSIZE PEU PTU

FR01:
015 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
ECEN 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
LNSIZE 0.0076 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
PEU 0.0212 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
PTU 0.9502 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

T1! MATRIX G TOTAL CAUSAL EFFECTS OITRICI:
TO: 015 ECEN LNSIZE PEU PTU

FROM:
005 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
DECDI 0.0675 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 1.9151 1.6050 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU -0.0000 -0.0525 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU 0.2050 0.0126 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

T1! MATRIX W DIRECT EFFECTS ISTANDARDIZEID:
TO: 015 ECEN LNSIZE PEU PTU

FX01:
015 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
DECEN 0.0561 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 0.5106 0.5181 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU -0.1057 -0.0065 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU 0.1150 0.0091 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

TI! MATRIX W INDIRECT EFFECTS (STANDARDIZED):
TO: 015 ECEN LNSIZE PEU PTU

FRG1:
0US 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ECEN 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 0.0115 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU -0.0050 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU 0.0005 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

T1! MATRIX G TOTAL CAUSAL EFFECTS ISTANOARDIZEDI:
TO: 015 DECEN LNSIZE PEU PTU

FRU4:
015 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
NCDI 0.0561 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LNSIZE 0.5299 0.5101 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PEU -0.1007 -0.0065 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PTU 0.1156 0.0091 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
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